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VOL. XL— NO.

HOLLAND,

9.

She lutlitml (6ity Qm.

EENG8, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Medill IcInes.FancyGoods,Toilet Articles aud Per-

,lf

ilatfeftjs.

In Drugs, Mediclnes Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Beko'h Family Medicines; Eighth St.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

Produce, Eto.

Apples, ft bushel ................$ 75 fib
1I7ALSH HEBER, Druggist & Pharmacist; a Beans, bushel ...... ...... 2U0&
V
full stock of goods appertaining
to the busButter, ft lb ....................
iucss.
Clover seed, ft lb ..................
to
Eggs, ft dozen .....................
to
furalturs.
Honey, fib ............. ........
f ton ..................... Si oo
\fEYER, H. & CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur- Hay,
Onions, f bushels ................
to
ivl niture. Curtains. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Potatoes, f bushel.!...... ........
to
Picture Frames.etc.:River street.
Timothy Seed, f) bushel ..........
to

HOLLAND; - - MICHIGAN. V
OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

WILLIAM

1 00
2 25
23
4 50

&

14

18

.

H.

ROGERS.

a

Editor and PMlthtr.

10

Term* of Subscription:

Qtntral Dealer!.

paid at

three.. month*,

at

paid,

and $2.00

months.

JOB PRINTING Promptly

Neafly Executed

anil

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

YTAN PUTTEN G„

General Dealers. In Dry Wheat, white f bushel ............
Goods. Groceries. Crockery.Hate and Caps,
....^, .......
Lancaster Red, f bushel. ..
Fbur. Provisions, etc.; River st.
Corn, shelled ft bushel ...i...
Oats, f bushel ......................
EoUU.
Buckwheat,V bushel. ...........
pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Sons, Pro- Bran, A 100 tbs ....................
\J prietors. The only first-classHotel In the Feed, It ton ......................
city. Is located in the business center of the town,
“ f 100 lb ....................
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms Bariev, ft 100 lb ........... .........
in the State. Free bus in connectionwitn the HoMiddling, f 100 lb ..............

One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
Ant Insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent tel. Holland,
nsertlon for any period under three mouthe.
| 8 M. I 6 M. I 1 T.

850

Square ................

1

“
“
Column
*1 **
“
2
3

.................. 5
................ 8
.................L10
................. 17
................ 25

00
00
00
00
00

5
8
10
17
25
40

Grain, Feed, Etc.

00 1 8 U0
00 | 10 00
00 | 17 00
00 | 25 00
00 1 40 00
00 | 05 00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

Mich.

3
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Flour. $t brl ........... ........
Pearl Bariev, f 100 lb ...............
DIKENIX HOTEL. E. P. Montlethproprietor. Rye W bush ....................
Located near the Chi. & W. Mich. R. R. de- Corn Meal f 100 Tbs ..............
pot, has good facilitiesfor the travelingpublic,and
Fine Corn Meal V 100 lbs .........
its tabic is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommodation of guests. On Ninth sir., Holland, Mich.
10-ly

1

OCOTT* HOTEL. Wm.

O

J.

Fish strs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
e relied

on.

Mich.

Holland,

8-ly

We

call the attention of ladies to the

U^rine Catbolicon.” We have in

our posession indisputable evidence of its

1YOONE
13

U„ Llverv and Sale Stable. Office
audbarnou Marketstreet.Everythingfirst- worth, and we recommend the afflicted to
All advertising bills collectable quarterly. class.
try it. This remedy differs from quack
An X before (he Subscriber’s name will donote
G. J., Livery and Boarding nostrums in the following respects:1st.
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX sigstable. Flue rigs and good horses can alnifies that no paper will be continued after date.
ways be relied on. On Fieh street, near Scott’s It is preparedby a regular physician; 2d.
>nay be found on file at Oeo.

ITAVERKATE,

Hold._
11

DAD(?D

inlo rilrimp. Rowell &

Co's Newspaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for It in NEW

YORK.

88- tf

VTIBBELINK, J. H„

ii

Livery and Sale Stable;

Ninth street, near Market.

It is not

3d.

recommendedand used
physicians, one of
is well known to the people
It is

in practice by

__

IJUTKAU, Wm. New

Meat Market,near corner whom at least
Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sauol New
sages constantly on hand.

gtotl jloiulg.

13

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.
Taking

Chicago.

NPt Mix- Mall.
Exp. ed.

1882.

15,

1

Holland

From
to

Sunday Jan.

From Chicago
Mail.

Nt’l
ed. Exp.

a. m. a. m.
p. m. a. m. n. m.
tl020 9 20 11 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 8 O) 5 15

10 40 10 10 12 06 Bast Saugatuck 3 05 7 35 5 00
10 55 10 40 12 20 ....Richmond.

..

2 55 7 20 4 45

12

00 12 15 1 55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 45 3 55

12

23 12 50 1 10

2 00 5 15 3 35

1 50 3 10 .2 30 .Benton Harbor. 12 50 8 15 2 10

05 8 80 2 45

...St.

Joseph...12 40 8 05 2 00

8 30 6 00 3 50 ..New Buffalo..11 40 1 00 11 55
7 30

5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00
9 10
p. m. p. m.
a. m. a. in. p. m.

a. in.

47— ly.

vegetables ; Meal Market on 8th street.

Annoyance Avoided,

7AN DEU IIAaR, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
v and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper

Gray hairs are honorable*hut there
premature appearance is annoying.
Parker’s Hair Balsam prevents the an-

and twine; 8th

Mix

p.m.

2

Bedford.

to Holland.

TOWNS.

many

T/'UITE.J.,Dealerln all kinds of meats a»d

IV

_

Effect,

for all diseases,

but only for a particular class, peculiar to
females;

Meat Market!.

recommended

_

street.

Xanufaotorlti.Xllli, Gbopi, Ite.

noyance by promptly restoring the
IT EaLD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealerln ful color.
11 Agricultnral Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th A River street.

I

MUU:

and

D. Sluyter,ringing bell .....................12 50
Wm. C. Mella, nardware .................... 8 44 city clerk and three of the four of the city
W. H. Rogers, printing ....................31 85
fathers, belongingto secret societies.
G- Van Kcrkfoort, teaming .................
•') ft)
P. Koning, sal. as Marshal, March .......... 25 00
The object of this memorial, is, to show
G. 11. Slpp.
........ 27 00
J. A. Ter Vree, reg. & elec. cx. lo Mnskogan 9 50 that we are proud, seeking notoriety,try
W.H.
9 50 ing to make you believe that we have a
W.
9 50
J.
9 50 superior innate religion,which cannot be
J.
9 50
bonds of Christian *
P.
9 50 held in the
C.
9 50 piety. That our souls hath from the man
J.
9 50
G. It. slpp, Ins. of
9 .V) of heaven, the gospel and its ordinances.
John
3 00
W. Butkan, telegram to Walker ............ 25 That we want meat in its place, in order
M. Walker, aer. and expenses gtvlngestlinato
to do some hard fighting,hoping and prayfor water-works .................... 01 92
G. Wakker, Inspector of electloa ...........8 00 ing, that we might die, fighting with the
H.
........ ..... 3 00
at in our teeth in order that our disGeo. H. Slpp, expresa, postage, etc .......... 1 88
—Allowedand warrants ordered Issued on the eased remains might be a warning for the
Treasurerfor the amount.

“ Clerk

“
“
Beukemu, **
Kramer. **
Winter, “
Landaal “
Kulte.
“
Roost,
Beach,
Butkan,

election

l’
’’
“

“
“
”
“
“
“

“

common

m

coming generations, and your petitioners
REPORTS or STANDINO COMMITTEES.
will ever pray, tfie defunct consistoryby
The Com. on Poor reported presenting the semimonthly report of the Directorof the Poor and that ungodly higbpriest.
said committee,recommindlng $34.80 for the supJOHN ROOST.
port of the poor, for the 2 weeks ending April
19, 1882. and having extended temporaryaid to the
Mr. James B. Bailey, of Syracuse, N.
amount of $G 00.— Approved and warrants ordered
issued on the City Treasurer for the amounts.
Y., writes: “Of all men born to suffer, I
The Committee on Public Building and propertv
reported having leased the basementof It. think 1 have had my fullest share; from
Kanters house, for one year, for fire department
my fourteenth year I have been a miserapurposes, at a rent ol $150.00.— Approved.
ble invalid. When twenty-six years of
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY omCKRS.
The Clerk reported that no objections had been age, I felt I was sixty. My troubles made
filed In the Clerk’s officeto special assessmentroll
numbered twelve for the repair of sidewalks, and me unfit for business or pleasure. A year
that notice had been given two weeks In the Hol- ago I tried Brown’s Iron Bitters,and now
land City N r.ws, according to the requirements
of law.- Confirmed.
in my twenty-seventhyear I feel myself
The Street Commissioner reported for the for once in my life, ‘A perfect man.”’
month of March, 1882.-Pilcd.
The Cltv Physician reported having treated five
About a month ago, as the German
cases in the month of March, 1832.— Filed.
Crown
Prince was crossing the FennCouncil adjourned to Thursday 7:30 p. m., April
0th, 1882.

GEO. H. 81PP,

brucke on

City Clerk.

in line

on the curbstone,and giving the

regulation military salute. His Imperial

We, the undersigneddeposed elders and
deacons of the First Reformed Church of Highness walked up to tbe'man and spoke
Liver
Holland, representing the moral and to him, saying. “I see you have been a

WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyspepsiaand
P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron aud Wood combination Pumps. Cor- Complaint? Shiloh’s Vltalizer is guaranteedto
core you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
10th and Rivet streets.
1I7TLMS,

Tv

Xotarr Fnblici.

8LEELPESS NIGHTS, made miserable by that
terriblecough. Shiloh’s Cure is the remedy for
P., Justice of the Peace and you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,
CURED, health and sweet breath
9-ly
secured by Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price, 50
cents. N asal Injectorfree. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Pkyilctaai.

oTEGBNGA, A.

O

Michigan.

that secret societies do not trouble

his way to the barracks of the
Guard Laucersat Moablt, bis attention
was attracted by a group of shabbilyFor the HollandCity News:
youthdressed persons, consisting of a middleA Memorial to the Oeneral Synod of the
aged man and three strapping lads, ranged
Reformed Church in America.

Proprietors
by Shiloh's Cure.
(Steam Saw and Flour cur»id
by D. R. Meengs.

of Hugger
Mills.) near foot of 8tn street.

NO. 529.

our pious souls, we will take the result of

Coanoil.

THAT HACKING COUGH ran be so quickly
We guaranteeit. Sold

DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO.,

WHOLE

the late electiou as an example. Our old
Holland, Mich., April 5, 1882.
The Common Connell mat In regular Beatlon Mayor had no connection witli secret
and was called to order by the Mayor.
societies, the new Mayor, some »ay has,
Aldermen present: TerVree, Beach, Benkema.
leave that as it is. We elected one brother
Kramer, Winter,Landaal, Kulto and the Clerk.
Minutes of the last tlree meetings wore read and mason in our school board; we elected
approved.
one brother mason in the first ward, as
Aid. Balkan hero appeared and took his scat,
one of our city fathers, over against an
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
The following bills were presented for payment: elder who would not Join in the antiBoot & Kramer, paid poor orders ...........$8 0) masonic crusade; wo have elected a

Elferdlnk,

advertlseiuent in this paper of “Dr. Marchisi’s

Liverywd Gale Stabler

25
1 27
1 27
A3
50
80
1 10
27 00
1 45
1 75
1 40
6 50
1 75
80
1 40
1 60
1

pditipnal ^ocal.

Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and

Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

to
to
to
to
4b to
to
to

red “

V

if

00

i 00
90
2 50

'

$1.50 per year if paid inadu-ance; $1,75 \f

1882.

Common

ITAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer

V

8,

romouL.1

<Bm

fnrnarles. River street.

WEEKLYNEWSPAPER.

A

SATURDAY, APRIL

MICIL,

CATARRH

'

your boys, I presume.
religiouselement of the Holland populaHave
you
any
more
of the fiortl” "No,
ion in the United Stales, by virtue of our
Imperial
Highness,
I
was
discharged insuperior piety and personal infallibility,
valided,
and
have
been
bedridden
for a
and
long time.” “Where were you wounded?”
Whereas, we have been connected for
over thirty years with the (Dutch) Re- asked the Crown Prince. "At the bottle
soldier; these are

FOR LAME BACK. Side or Chest use Shiloh’s formed Church, fiom whom we have re- of Soor, 28th June, 1800, shot through the
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R.
ceived a great many blessings,so that we •boulder, right arm lamed lor life." “Give
Meengs.
have grown from the emigrant, to rich me your hand. 1 am truly sorry for you.
SHILOH’S COUGH and Consumption Cure Is
Write to me, enclose your certiflcatee, and
sold by us on a guarantee. It cures consumption. prosperouschurch corporaliousaud are
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
Sold by D. K. Meengs.
inscribe
the word ‘Soor’ on the back of
able to hold our own ; and
From Holland
From Grd. Rapids
1^ REMERS, !(., Physician and Surgeon. RcsiGrand Rapids.
to Holland.
the
envelope."
So Baying, Frederic Wll*
SHILOH’S VITAL1ZBR is what you need for
'Whereas, we have had foi two years, a
IV deuce on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar- Consumption, Loss of Appetite,Dizzinessand
1 m.ia. m. p. m.
a. m.
m. p. m.
Ham
shook
hands
heartily with the a»ket street. Office one door west of Van Haalle's all avmptonsof Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents
terrible disease, known and described as
o 20 •8 15 3 25 ....Holland ..... 11 45 •9 lu tlOh)
boot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 u. in. to per nottle. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
toniehed veteran and went his way.
personal infallibility, causing us by times,
50-ly
5 85 8 40 3 35 ...Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55 12 m., and from 0 p. m. to 8 p.
v ’CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
to have the spasms of Hydrophobia, so few days later, the man’s case having,
OCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician and Accouchcr. Immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh's Cure. Sold by
5 57 9 20 3 52 .. Hudson vllie... 11 15 7 40 9 25
Office at Dr. hchouieu's drug store. Eighth
that even our representativesthe last meanwhile, been investigatedby the Crown
D. R. Meengs.
street.
4o 1 y
Prince’s orders, be received a handsome
6 15 10 00 4 05 ....Grandvllle...11 00 7 10 9 05
time in council with the Synod, could not
VI ANTING, A. O.. Physician and Surgeon;
sum
of money from the privy purse of the
0 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 0 35 8 45
AL office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty, Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Linimcnl eat or drink at the holy communion.
a. m. a. m. p. m.
a. m. a. m. p. m.
Imperial
Field Marshal, with an intimaMich. Office hours from 10 to 12 a.
20-ly.
is for man and beast and is a balm for Those “spasms’’ have been brought on, by
tion
that
steps were being taken by the
On Sunday morning the Night Expressloaves
every wound. Sold by all druggists. becoming acquainted with the secrets of
PhJtJgraplier.
Holland2:80 and arrives in Grand Rapids4:l0a.m.
latter in person to provide him with a perthe arts of freemasonry,under the tuition
40-tf.
II IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.GalMUSKEGON BRANCH.
11 lery opposite ibis office.
and directions of the principaldefunct manent appointment suitableto his capaOn Saturdaynight the Night express north runs
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 2:23 Sunday morning.

_

|>EST, R.

Physicianand Surgeon, can be
13 found in his office, ou River street, next door
to D. R. Meengs. drug atom, on Tuesdays,Thu raduys, and Saturdays, and the balance of the week
he will treat the Eve and Ear at No. 182 Monroe
st., Grand Rapids,
tt-ly
B.,

Mich.

to

O

_

m.

A

.

_

m.

to
_

From Holland
Muskegon.
A.

t5

m

From Muskegon

Witchu and

to Holland.

Any

.

person with a Cough, Cold, or any

Bronchial Complaint
II REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market stage of Consumption

m. p.
a. m.
p. m. a. m. p. m.
3 25 11 45 ....Holland... 3 25 10 45 t9 40

M

Jawilry

even

or

cured by

12 15 ...West Olive... 3 05 10 05

the

first

will be relieved and

aud Eighth Street.

000

in

of

Hope

cities.

College.

If these secrets had

not been exposed,

that innate disease of

of Tar and Wild would not have troubled

Eilert’s Extract

Invalids should prevent their disease
“infallibility,”

us, for

under the

from gaining ground

by using Brown’s

Iron Bitters.It stops decay, kcepa the

12 20

____

Bushklll ....

12 25

9 45

.

6 85 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40
6 50 4

12 50 ...Ferrysburg

2-)

..

_4

2 30 9 00 8 35

7 20 4 50 1 20 . .Muskegon... 8 06 8 15 8 00
•tu. p.

m.

p.

From Holland
Allegam

m.

p.

m.

a.

m.

p. in.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.
to
_ From

Allegan to
Holland.

•10 45

8 25

11

p. m.
45 • 5 45

11 15

8 49

11

20

5 10

11 35

4 00

11

07

4 55

a.

m.

p.

m.

Cherry. It is especiallyprepared for influence of your gospel training,we were
blood w'arm, and gives the emaciated
^ocictiw.
Bronchial Complaints. Thousands who very near cured, but now it is worse than
form a new lease of life.
have tried it now live to testify of its when we first come here, (and then it was
I. 0. of 0. F.
merits— give it an immediate trial, you will bad enough,) now it has brought on
The career of a great criminal genius
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. Independent Order
that secondary disease of hydrophobia.
be surprised at the result.
of Odd Fellows, bolds Its regular meetings at Odd
may be as romantic and interestingin ita
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tuesday Evening
We elders have grown mad, calling way as that of a great ppet or commander.
of each week
Children have health and Mothers rest meetingsfrom place to place, aud excludVisiting brothers arecordially invited.
Perhaps the most remarkable example of
U. A. Sschouten, N. G.
when Dr. Winchell’s Teething Syrup is ing the regular ordained ministers, so ingenious dishonesty which the present
M. Harrington, R. S.
used. It produces natural sleep, regulates that the preaching of the blood of Christ, age baa produced is Vanderstein, the head
F. & A. tt.
the bowels, cures dysenteryand diarrhoea might not be applied lo our panting souls.
of a gang of thieves known to have comA RKooLABCommunicatlon of Unity Lodge,
We even have grown so mad in our conNo. 191, F. & A. M.. will be heldat MasjnlcHall arising from teething or other causes.

a. in.

mitted the Hatton Garden and other great

Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, April Sold by all druggists at 25 els. a bottle.
26,at7>'clock, (harp.
H. 0.
D. L. Botd, tfse’v.

sistorymeetings, that we voted to bite off
our

Matrau.W.M.

own

noses, in order that the world

jewel robberies in all the

capitals of

Europe, who has kept the entire machin-

Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder pre at large might see our malady, the vote ery of crime ia such working order as to
vents
disease, purifies the blood, improves of which, was with solemn pomp, promul- avoid detection for many years. He had
We wish to call your attention to the
3 30
12 45 4 40
10 30
a. m. p. m.
f.m. p.m.
Ihe
appetite,
give a smooth glossy coat, gated from the pulpit in the Church. Oh, been for some lime known lo the police
advertisementof the Army and Navy
and
keeps
the
animal in good condition. how mad it made us, we were ready to by Hie homely name of Billy Norrla, and
• Mixed trains.
Liniment. If you are troubled with
t Runs dally, all other trains dally except Sunfight, if we had not been restrained by
All
druggists
sell
it. •
Rheumatism or Neuralgia, Diptherla or
among his other aliases are Hamilton,
day. All trains ran by Chicago time.
the
jpower of citU authority; we next Gordon, Henries, Ricardo, &c. He was
Croup, call on H. Walsh, and get a hot*
The most wonderful curative remedies locked our doors, blockadedthe entrances convicted of forgery in Dublin in 1805,
lie. It is a sure cure. See advertisement.
of the present day, are those that come from the street to the church yard with and sentenced to twenty years’ penal ser^itsittes-s Ditertottj.
1 0G

4 15

10 53

4 15

'

Mr. R. Van Karnpen has got all the from Germany, or at least originate there. boards and nails and placed the bodies of
necessary
tools to move, raise or lower The most recent preparation placed upon old men of 75 years on the outside of the
Attorasyi.
buildings at short notice. He is also pre- the market in this Muntry, is the Great sidewalk so that they might receive, and
TTOVVARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
pared to build new dwellings, or repair German Invigorator,which has never been did receive,tiie crown of martyrdom, at
LL Notary Public; River street.

work.
- -

to.

Birine-i-nnKent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties
will be promptly attended
(My

1

ARKS, W. H.

Attorney and Councelorat Law,
corner of River aud Klghth streets.

D

Commission Merchant, and

dealer In Grain. Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth & Fish streets,Holland, Mlch.l 7

Drop

T^oKSBURO, J.

U

p

tsfl Xidielan.

0., Dealerln Drogsand Medr

does, Paints and

Oils.

and known

to fail in curing

On account of
;

its remarkably delicate Agent for

a ticket of

leave.

and

ia out

It la said that at

a

But to abow to this Synod, that we any affectionof the throat it work! like
fbr
Schepers, Sole really don't mean so bad, and that it is magic. It is a sure cure for burns, wounds
more our innate disease of infallibility, and bruises.”

the United States. Send

and lasting fragrance society belles are circular.Schouten

Brushes.Ac. Phypm up: Eighth st. loud in their praLes of Fioreslon Cologne. Agents, for Holland.

clans* resorlptio is :arelally

now on

-

CoaaiitlnXirchaat.

DRAOHW. H.

-

years for stealing mail bags,

one period of his career Vandersteinlived
single case of the hand of that ungodly, but now in a splendid house with luxurious apartjoiner’s
12-ly.
impotency,sperraatorrhcea, weakness and defunct Mayor, John Roost.
ments, and at another time was bunted
The vengeance of heaven Is implored from place to place in the most abject
all diseases resulting from self-abuse, as
The Army and Navy Liniment takes nervous debility,inability, menial anxiety, upon him, and upon that Classis of
misery.
the soreness out of a spavin, ringbone,
languor, lassitude, depression of spirits Holland,who in their legal capacity have
splint or curb, and arrest their growth.
Xagio in the NineteenthCentury.
and functional derangements of the ner- deposed us from our holy offices; we have
Cures colic, scratches and other deseases.
vous system. For sale by druggists, or also called out all the arms in the “Tempcl
N. McRea, Wyebridge, Ontario, writes:
Particulars call at
sent free by mail on receipt of the price, of Solomon,” to fight the church itself “I have sold large quantitiesof Dr. ThoH. WALSH, Druggist.
$1.00 per box, or six boxes for $5.00. Ad- and ita newly elected elders and deacona. mas’ Eclkctric Oil; it is used for colds,
sore throat,croup, etc., and, in fact, for
dresi F. J. Cheney, Toledo, O., Sole Warl war! to the knive.
Society Belles.
old ones, or do any kind of carpenter

Vf 3BRIDK, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
iVi Leppig's Bloc*, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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vitude. Previousto that he receivedten

&

IjioiMd

Cuthbert,Ga., and Mrs. Pond and Mr. Martin,
near Brown’s Station, were killed.Numbers
of people were badly hurt and many houses
demolished. A cyclone passed near Loachauoka, Ala., doing great damage and killingtwo
men. A tornado near Monroe, La., swept
away gin-housesand negro cabins and killed

$
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

The Mexican National railway

s

The
to

bill to

faotlitaU the payment of dividends

creditoreof the Freedman’* Saving* Bank

waa passed by the Senate on

tjie

28th

Committee on Pensions reported a

_

P

at Louisville, Rochester, Columbus and Min-

neapolis.

nil The
bill

to 77. Under suspensionof the
were passed to readjust salaries

IMS
rales.

making rapid progress, and Chicago will soon

have a direct counoctioawith tho City of Mexico by way of Denver and the Denver and Rio
Grande, which wUl connect with tho Mexican
National at the border line. The announcement is just made that the Mexican Governthree or four people.
ment has accepted anotherlargo section of the
Allen Fox, a wealthy citizen of new read from Zicntecas to San Luis Potosi,
and will at once pay the company the portion
Louisville,Ky., aged 81 years, committedsui
cido with a razor.... Mrs. J. M. Ballard, of of the subsidy thus earned.
Stephen A. Hurlbut, Minster to Peru,
Lincoln county, Ark., while suffering from
mental aberrationkilled her three infant chil- died at Lima, of heart disease. He was a native
dren and then committed suicide.
of Charleston, and served as an Adjutant of a

downb; 122

DOINGS OF CONGRESS.

is

fixing

CATHOLIC TEACHINGS.

the rate for toUl disability at $72 per month.
An adversereport wm made on tho reeoluticn
to retire CoL Crittenden as a BrigadierGen-

Edict of the Provincial Council Recently Held at UtncliinatLt

eral. Several hoars were spent in debate on
The Cathoho ProvincialCouncil, which met
the Tariff-Commisaionbill. Five amendment*
in
Cincinnatirecently, prepared a lengthypaswere voted down, when the bill pasiod, 3b to 15.
The bill provide* for a commission of nine toral letterto be road in all the^churches. It
members to be appointed by the Presidentand begins with a review of the progress of religion
EAST.
confirmed by the Senate, who are to receive ai
The arrivals of immigrants at Castle
Several business men of New York South Carolina regiment in tho war with the compensation for thoir services $10 per day since the last council,twenty years ago, and
Garden, in one day last week, exceeded 4,000. faaving identified ex-Gov. Moses as a swindler, Seminole Indians. He removed to Belvidere, whtn actually employed, and traveling and congratulates the chunch'onthotransitionfrom
other necessary expenses. They are to investi- tho mission epoch to 'a condition of fixity.
Nearly 8,000 Italians landed there in three his picturehas been placed in the rogues’ gal- 111., in 1845, where ho practiced law, and was
gate all the various questions relating to the It then goes on to speak of the necessity of
severaltimes elected to the Legislature.In
weeks. Their immigration is directedby res- lery.
May, 1861, ho was commissionedas Brig- agricultural,commercial,mercantile, manufact- 1 obedienceto authority: holds that all men are
ident agents, who proride them with employThe Governor of South Carolina has adier General He took part in the battles uring, mining and induatrial interests of the not equal, and that men ordained to rule as
ment, just as the 8ix Companiestake care of
ordered
the Attorney General of the State to of Shiloh aud Conntb, and succeeded United States, ao far as the same may be ne- Kings, magistrates, Bishops and priests have
the Celestialsat the Pacificgates.
Gen. Banks in command at New Or- cessary to the establishment of a judicious tariff rights which sutijectsdo not ; laments the disWalker Hall, one of the Amherst defend the election conspirators in the Federal leans. Ho was Minister to the United or the revision of the existing tariff and position to try God before tho court of human'
courts.... A1 Weisangerand Bill Ledlaw were
the exiatingsystem ot internal-revenue laws reason, and savs no man has a right to teach
States of Colombia during President Grant's
College buildings,burned. Loss, $260,000 ;
hanged at Selma, Ala., for the murder of Jessie
npen the scale of Justice to all interest*,and is falsehood or to change a jot or tittle of tho law
administratioi,
aud
was
thou
elected
to
well insured ____ A member of the New Jersey B. Weisanger in December Ikst. The prisoners
to report to Congress from time to time, and to
Congress. He was appointedMinister at Lima
House informed that body that he had been made lengthyspeeches, protesting their inno- by President Garfield....Sergeant Masou has make a final report not later than the firat MonIt is very outspoken on the subject of labor
paid $500 and promised $500 more on condition cence. Dock Wright (colored)was hung at been secured as a salesman,at $1,500 per year,
day in January, 1833. The President nomi- unions. It r&vs a man’s labor is his own, as
that he would vote to pass the Jersey City Chatham, Va., for the murder of J. C. Arthu. by an enterprising clothiiighouse of Chicago, nated Isaac D. MoCutcheon, of Michigan,**
as the gold of the rich man, and he has
Water Grant bill over the Governor’s veto. A
Secretary
the Territoryof Mon- much
his term to commence thirty days after his liba right to sell as he pleases at a fair price, and,
WASHINGTON.
tana.
House,
aftar
concommittee was appointed td investigatethe
eration. The coutract was signed at tho Also long as pieu accede to others the same freeWashington telegram:Secretary Hunt bany penitentiary. At an isolated ranch, near test In regard to precedence, went into dom they claim for themselves,there is uo sin
facts.
of the whole on the Tariff Commisin labor banding together for B*lf-protection,
Charles T. Breshan, one of the admits that the President informed him that he tho Vera Cruz lino, in the State of Oaxaxa, a committee
sion bill on which lengthyepeecheewere mad*
ranebero,wife and four children were brutally
but labor unions are liable to fall, and can’t be
would
nominate
bis
successor.
The
President
striking compositorsof the World, of New York,
by Messrs. Carlisle and Kasson. The corremurdered for money supposed to be concealed
sustained. When they attempt to fore, a man
spondence
between
leeretary
Freheghnysen
gives
the
Secretary
the
choice
of
throe
posiwas sentencedto imprisonment for ten days for
there. The perpetrators were captured.
to join a union, or to work for a price fixed by
tions ____ Tno House Committeeon Ways and
and
Envoy
Treaoott
wa*
submitted.
In
rethreateningthe pabhaher.
a union, Catholicscannot be partners in any
Means have agreed upon a bill providiug for
sponse
to
a
tail
for
information
the
Secretary
POLITICAL.
attempt to coerce others againsttheir just
The Andre monument at Tappan, the repeal of the tax on bank checks and drafts,
of War reportedthe necessity of issuing 80,000
Colored voters in the Fourth Vir- more ration* for suffcreri by the flood.
rights, nor to do injury to the person or propN. Y., has again been mutilated. A few nights on capital and deposits of banks and bankers,
erty of others.
ginia districthave tired of electing white men
sinoe a load explosion startledTappan and on matches, perfumery and patent medicines,
The letter has a long paragraph on the newsMr. Cockrelloffered a resolution in the Senand for the reduction of the special taxes affect- to Congress, and will make an effort to send
someTarrytown. Investigationproved that s<
papers, in which it speoiflcaUy denounces what
ing rectifiersand distillers. The bill,if passed, one of their own race te Washington this
ate, on the 20th ult, directing the Secretary of
thing was wrong at the Andre monument and will reduce the revenue by about $17,000,000
it calls the illegitimatemoans used by the h ish
fall
State to make inquiries respectingthe impris- World in its advocacy of the cause of Ireland,
upon going to the spot it was found that a per annum.
piece about two feet long and weighing perhaps
Secretaryop War Lincoln has been onment of American citizens in Ireland. Mr. but adds : “ We are ready to corporate with
Congressman Davis circulateda pe100 pounds had been blown off the shaft by
examining the entire list of employes in his Pendleton’sCivil Service bill was favorablyre- the Bishops of Ireland in my legitimate effort
using dynamite. A hole nad been drilled in the titionto the Commerce Committee asking them
to ameliorate tho present unhappy conditionof
department to find from which States they are ported. A bill was passed to establish the
stone, rather unakillfullv.beginning at the botto appropriate $1,000,000 in the River and appointed. He finds in the list over 1,300 ap- Ettt rn judicial district of Kentucky. The tho Irish people."
tom of the abaft and working upward. A
The letter condemns much of the modern
ludiau Appropriationbill, amended by the Senskilled workman with the same amount of la- Harbor bill for the Hennep in canal All signed pointed from the District of Columbia, which
ate committee to sot aside $5,160,003, was taken church music, and says the Gregorian Chant is
it
except
Singleton
of
Illinois.
____
Attorney
bor and material would have blown the shaft
Ulnstrates the fact that distinguishedofficials
up in coinmittee of the wbole. Mr. Hoar tho recognizedform. It directs that all music
there ask for more appointments from the
all to pieces. The positionof the monument General Broweter has appointed Richard T.
offered .
amendment appropriating that savors of the sensuous and the profane
remains unchanged, and the inscriptions are Merrick, a prominentDemocratic lawyer of District than they do for their own constitu- $2, (>00,000for tho supportand educationof In- tho theater or the opera, shall be excluded
Washington, D. C., as Special Assistant At- ents. Prottv daughters of Washingtonlanduninjured.
dian children from outside the five civilized fromcbcirs,as also all musio that attracts the
torney General to aid in the star-route proseA terrible accident is reported from cutions. The inference that the Government ladies are largely responsiblefor the large tnbos, but no action was taken thereon. The attention of the people from the altar to th*
represeutation of the District in the departPresidentnominated William William*, of In- choir.
Phoenix ville, Pa. Five boys were digging a means business with the star-routethieves is ments.
Mach is said condemnatory of secret sociediana, to be Charge d’ Affaires to Paraguay and
somewhat
strengths
ned
by
this
action.
tunnel, whem the earth caved in and buried
FOREIGN.
Uruguav. The House accepted tho Senate Uee, especially such as have a religious hierthem. Three of them were taken out dead,
SecretaryLincoln had up to the 1st
The police of St. Petersburg have ar- am- udmentto thebillfor a pennon to Mrs. Gar- archy or form of liturgy.
the other two nearly so.
Revertingto the subject of authority,the
field, so as to include Mrs. Polk and Mrs. Tyler,
instant supplied the sufferers from the floods rested the chief of tho Nihihst Executive Comgiving each $5,000 per year. Mr. Stephens sub- letter savs : M It is not Catholicdoctrine that
During a furious storm at Beading,
in the South with over two million rations, mittee, who was connected with the construc- mitted a resolution instructingthe judiciary all power comes from the people, and that rulPa., a number of persons sought refuge in a
valued at $221,760 ____ The Guiteau bill of ex- tion of the mine in Little Garden street.
.A
committee to inquire into the legalityof the re- ers do not exercise authority as their own, but
shed adjoiningthe city reservoir, the wall of ceptionswill bo presented April 24. It fills Ixmdon dispatch reportsthe decease of Lord moval of Mr. Hayes, au official stenographer,bv as intrusted to them by the people. Tho Cathwhich was blown over on the shed by the force
two quarto volumes of 1,000 pages each.
Erskine.....A Geneva dispatch states that in Speaker Keifer. Mr. Lord reported back a bill olic doctime is that the grant of
•f the wind, and three people were killed,one
A Washington dispatchsays that un- consequence of agriculturaldepression 450 for a ship-canal acroes the State of Michigan. power is not given by tho people, hut
fatally wounded and two seriouslyinjured.
.
Swiss farmers will emigrate from Oberland to
Bills were reported for the erection of pub- they ouly designate who is to wield it.
aecessarily alarming reports are circulated as to
A Boston dispatchsays that Mrs. Julia Johnthe United States.... In the British Honso of
As to the priest,the people are commanded to
lic buildings at Clarksburg, W. Va., and Now
son, a colored woman, left her home at Gay- the condition of Senator Logan’s health. His illCommons it was stated, that in order to allow Albany and Terre Haute, Ind. While in com- seek the law from his lips, and in &U matters of
head to go to a neighbor’s, leaving three children
ness— lumbago—which of course is extremely, public opinion to ripen, tho monetary confer- mittee of the whole on the Tariff Commission civil life appertainingto faith and morals the
in the house, the eldest but 5 years. The liouse
priest has the right to speak aud the people are
bill speecheswere made by Messrs.Carlisleand
painful, is not of the alarming character that ence had been indefinitelypostponed.
took fire in some unknown manner, and the has been described in some headquarters. His
Opposition to the reform of the Span- Errett. The Army Appropriation bill was re- required to listen. This doctrine, it is said,
children were all burned to death.
may be unpopular with modem liberalism,but
ported bock. Mr. Fisher reported an act to
physiciaus have recommendedhim to go to the
ish tariff led to strikes in various towns, and
permit any owner of gold bullion or coin to thert does not prove it untrue.’’
In a Philadelphiacourt, in the suit of
Hot Springs.
many mills have been closed. A mob in Bar- have the same coined for his benefit.
the Keeley Motor Company against Mr. KooWashington dispatch says that
The James Boys-rDick Liddel’s Concelona attempted to stop trains and was tired
iey, the latter was ordered to divulge his secret
Goiteau has closed a bargain with the agent of upon % the military....Secretary Hunt has
The United State* Senate passed a bill emfh*
fession.
to the stockholders.He answered that the a areas for the sale of the suit of clothes which uitfrnctod Lieut. Harber, at Irkutsk, Siberia, 30th ult authorizing the Secretary of the TreasKansas Citv, April 3.
court could not compel him to open his mouth,
he wore at the time of the assassination of the to charter another steamer to search for tho
ury to report the amount expended by the State
and was informed a way would be found. ....
Dick Liddel, one of the old James boys gang,
missing
explorers, as the owners of the steamPresident,and the suit which he wore while
of Kansas in suppressingIndian hostilitiesA
CorneliasJ. Vanderbilt,who was generallyrewho has been in the custodyof the officers for
attendingcourt and at the time he was shot at er Leua wanted much too high a price
garded as the black sheep of the Vanderbilt
resolutionfavoringreciprocaltrade relations
by
Billy Jones when being driven from Bradlaugh,the infidel contestantfor a scat in
some time, has made a full confession,and
nock, and whose contest of the will of the old
the Court House to the jail The Parliament,has been adjudged a bankrupt in with Mexico v as reportedfavorably. Mr McCommodore, by which he was virtuallydisintold everything connected with the gang, and
the
Coart
of
Queen’s
Bench,
London
—
Two
Millan
reported,
with
an
amendment
the
House
price said to have been paid is $350 .....
herited, was eventually disposed of byasocnThe House Committee on Indian Affairshas Egyptian Cabinet officers have been detected in bill for bridging the Mississippiat Keiths- given full details of all their operations since
promise, committedsuicide at the Glenham
decided to report favorablyon the bill granting a plot for the restoration of the ex- Khedive. burg, III Tne Indian Appropriationbill the close of the war. The officers refuse to
Hotel in New York, by shootinghimself through
was taken up, aud an amendment adopted
aright of way through the Choctaw and Chick- Their heads are endangered.
make the statement public, but it is
the head. '
asaw nations' to the St. Louis and San FranWhile driving on the boulevard at giving $5,000 fer schools, lands and seeds for known that be tells all about who harbored
the
Seminolee
in
Florida.
Mr.
Hoar
urged
the
cisoc road. Secretary Frelinghuyscn has reWEST.
and fed and protectedthem during their raids
Odessa, Gen. Streelnekoff, the public prosecut- appropriation
of $2,000,000 for the education
ceived a dispatchfrom MinisterLowell stating
Kattata, an Alaska Indian, was ex- that, in deferenceto the wishes of the United or of the Kieff military tribunal, was shot of Indian children, bnt gave notice that he into Missouri The officers have aR th« names,
and when known they will create a grand senwould comjiromiseon $500,000. Mr. Williams
ecuted at Portland,Oregon. He objected to States Government,Dr. Lamson has been re- through the head by two men In a carriage.
sation. Other arrests will come. After the
introduceda bill prohibiting the importationof
spited for two weeks. This will give his friends Three personswere wonnded in an attempt to
Bine Cut train robbery, the gang went to the
having his arms pinioned, and force had to an opportunityto produce evidencebearing on
arrest the assassins,but they were neat cattle from Canada. The House adopt- homo of the mother of the James boys, in
be used.
ed
resolutions
for
the
printing
of
90,000
his alleged insane tendencies.
finally conveyed to the police staClay county,where & quarrel took place, and
Several Mormon lenders,including
Czar
ordered the copies of the first volume of the census. Mr. Jesse James killed Ed Miller.Then they went
Following is a statement of the pub- tion..,.
Updegraff ronorteda bill to carry into effect
commutation of all death sentences passed at
John Taylor and Joseph Smith, have qmetly
to Kentucky, and stopped with the father of
lic debt at the close of business March 31 :
oonstitu ional provisions in regard to the electhe recent trial of Nihilists to indefinite hard
Jeff and Wood Hite. Old man Hite
placed their wives in separatebouses, to avoid
tion of President and Vice President. In comlabor
in
the
mines,
except
in
the
case
of
the
Extended «’ ..........................
$ 105,901,000
had a young wife, and Dick Liddel bearrest under the clause of the Anti-Polygamy Extended ft’s ..........................401, Me, 900 marine, Lieut Suchanoff, m which the sentence mittee of the whole on the Tariff Commission
came enamored |of her. This led to
law which makes cohabitation with more than Four and one-halfper cent bonds ..... 250,000.00ft was confirmed, as his position as an officer agbill speeches were made by Messrs. Dunnell
quarrel between Wood Hite and
one woman a misdemeanor . .Henry B. Myer Four per cento, .......................738,806,45ft gravatedthe crime. He was, however, granted and Hewitt,tho latter giving notice that at the
Liddel, aud the former was killed. Wood Hite
Refunding
oertlfloatea
.................
642^150
died in Chicago at an advanced age. He
close of tho detiatehe should move to recommit
a militaryexeenton, which took place on the
being a cousin of Jesse James, the latterswore
14,000,000
inventedsleeping cars in 1854, and has Navy penalon fund ....................
tho measure with certain instroctions.
Slit alt
vengeance,bnt Liddel escaped, and through his
of late been engaged in the constrao
wife opened negotiations with the authorities
Total Interest-bearing
debt .......... *1,514,762,700
A Spanish steamer on the way from
tion of a safety car. He was the fattier of Matured debt ........... ft 12,605.655
The Senate, at its sessionon the 81*t ulU
to surrender. He was promised immunity if he
the late Gen. Myer, of the signal service.... Legal tender* ............346,740,851
Liverpool to Porto Rico collided off Capo Finpassed tho bill to reimburse Mr. Ingalls for ex- would tell all and assistin looking up the gang.
A Han Franciscodispatch gives the pnrticnlare Certl fleate* of dopoait
11,140,000
is terre with the Royal Mail Company’s steamer
penses incurred in defending tho title to his The first result was the arrest and sentence of
of a desperate fight at Tombstone, Arizona, Gold and illTer certiflJeff Hite to twenty-five years in the penitenDouro, from Brazil, and both vessels were sunk.
•
cate*
..................
73.522,290
seat. Bills were passed for the erection of
between a Deputy sheriff aud a posse of three
tiary, for which a reward of $5,000 was paid.
The number of persons drowned must have been
and two cowboys, in which two men wore killed Fractionalcurrency ..... 7,064,898
very large, as the number saved, so far as public buildingsat Erie, Columbus and Hot Of this reward it is believedthe officershave
and three wounded.... A man crazed with
438,468,038 known, is probablyloss than one-fourthof the
bpnngs. A joint resolutionwas adopted ap- given Liddel $500.
Total without Interoet.
drink shot and killed a fellow-passengeron a
passengersand crews of the two steamers .... propriurmg $100,000 additional for tho reliefof
train between Bparbmllo and Med ora, Ind.
Total debt ...........................
$1,965,880,354
snarers bv the recent overfiow. Mr. McMilNo special punishment has yet been
He then jumped from the train and drowned Total inlcrent. ......................13,671.829 The mnrder of Arthur Herbert,an Irish Jus- lan reported a bill to incorporatetho proposed
tice of the Peace, has been follcwred by the
designed for that class of criminals who
Caali
hi
ircaaury
.......................
253,921,761
himzelf.
stabbingof eleven lambs on his estate. A sis- Garfield Memorial Hospital Mr. Hill, of steal a march, strike a light, heave a
Within a month the Chicago, MilDebt leas caah In treasury .........$1,726,266,422 ter of Thomis Power O'Connor Las been sent Georgia, was ranted indefinite leave of absigh, drown a care, cudgel their brains,
waukee and St. Paul road has absorbed the Decrease dunng March. ..............16,462.346 to Jail for advising tenants in Roscommon not sence. The Indian Appropriation bill was takDecreaae alnco J une 30, 1881 .......... . 114,3>2,3S9
en up, and $250,000, was set aside for the ed- or use a clnb for politicalpurposes.
to
pay
rents.
. .The Czar, on being apprised of
Bantings and Stillwater,the Illinois and Wisucation of vonng savages. The item for
tho murder of Gen. Strelmkoff, orderedtho two
Current liabilities—
consin, the Janesville,Rockford and Beloit,
the expenses of tne Indian Commission
assassins,
who
were
arrested
on
tho
morning
of
Interest dne and unpaid .............
1,313,299
THE MAREETS.
and the Iowa Eastern. These foar lines repwas reduced to $4,700, when tho comthe 1st inst, to be executed within twenty-four
Debt on which Interest has ceased ...... 12, 655,61 5
resent about $2, 000, M0, and each had received
mittee rose snd the bill was passed.
Interest thereon ........................
612.275 lours. They were accordingly hanged at
NEW YORK.
advances toward its construction — The store
The House passed an additionalappropriation Breves ...........................
Gold and silver oortifleato*.............73,522,293 Odessa.
$10 36 @13 50
and postofficeat Antonia, Mo., kept by Joseph Unite ilrStotes notes held for redemption
of $100,000 for tho dwtrtbationof rationsin Hogs ..............................
7 00 « 7 40
tho Southwest.In committee of the whole on COTTON ............................12)tf@ 12X
of cerblicatea of depoalt. .............11,146,000
Yager, was set on fire and when the Postmaster
the Army Appropriation bill, Mr. Butterworth Floub— Superfine.................3 80 (4 4 60
ought to extinguishthe fiamea he was shot Caah balanceavailable April 1, ......... 155,068.281
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
staled that tho clause for compulsory retirement Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 35 @ 1 30
dead by some parson across the street
Total ................................
$ 253,291,701
No. 2 Red. ................
1 42 @ 1 43
at the age of 62 would take 119 officers from
A
sensational
dispatch
from
Paris
Availableassets—
Pueblo, CoL, has been the scene o^a
Corn— Ungraded .................. 78 (§ 82
Caah In treasury ......................
$ 253,291,761 states that Gen. Ignatieff has learned that the army within six years.
O/.ts— Mixed Western .............. W
wholesalelynching affair. A mob of sixteen Bonds issued to Padflo railwaycompanPoiuc— Men*. . ....................
16 75 (j$17
„ 75
Sweden and Norway are pledged to support
ies, Interest payable in lawful money,
The House of Representatives,
at its session La
men quietly took from the county jail two
..............................11*0 U*
principaloutstanding............... $ 64,623.5®
Germany in event of wnr between that country on the 1st inst, passed the Senate bill to facilCHICAGO.
notoriouscattle-thieves,W. T. Phoebus and
Interest accrued aud not yet paid ...... 969,352
Beeves- Choice Graded SUers ..... 6 50 « 765
Jay W. McGreu, and hung them to a Interest paid by United HUtes. ........ 63,405,977 and Russul tho restorationof Finland being itate tho payment of dividends to the creditors
Cow*
and
Heifer*.
........3 75
the reward of the Scandinavians....
Hanlan
tree within 100 yards of the jail The
Intercat repaid by companies—
Medium to Fair .......... 6 00 um 6 40
beat
Boyd,
the
English
eanmau,
in the aquatic of tho Freedman’s Savings Company. An act
By
transportation
service
............
14,887,478
1*7 60
vigilantes did not end their work here, but
contest bn tho river Tyne.
was reoortedfor an additionalmember of tho Flock— F*ncy White Winter ifc« . 6 75 0700
truck out to dispose of the rest of the gang of By caan paymentsof 5 per oenu ot nat
earninga.............................
653,198
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 25 0 6 75
cattle-thievesana treat them in the same manWashingtontelegram
The Utah present Honse from Nebraska. A till waa Wheat-No.
of iutoreatpaid by the United
2 Spring....!........ 1 35 0 1 86
panned
to
make
St. Vincent, Minn., a port
ner. Proceeding to Chas tine’s ranch, ten Balance
Stole* ............ .^7.. ............... 37,863,391
Commissionprovided for in tho anti-poligamy of entry. A bill was reported appropriatNo. 3 Spring ..............1 08 0 1 12
miles distant, they surrounded the house, and,
69
bill will be appointed by the Presidentsomeing $150,000 for work on the Washington Cobh-No.2 ....................... «5
GENERAL*
after careful preparations, entered and captured
4$
OATa-No. 2 ......................
monument.
The
army
appropriation
wan
taken
three men, S. P. Chastine, Berry Cbastme and
88
Rtk— No. 2 ........................ 82
Wells’ comet with a tail 600,000 miles time in April The commission will act out
Frank Owsby. With hands securely bound,
soon after its organizationin this city. It is up in committee of the whole, and Mr. Calkins Barley— No. 2 ..................... 1 OT A 1 08
in length, is approaching tho earth and the
42
the vigilanteson horsebackdrove the men to a
now estimated that six months will bo required offered an amendment excepting from com- Butter— Choi oe Creamery .........38
H
. 13
- thick patch of timber a short distance away,
sun.... The Lake Shore road has declared a
for the commission to perform its work and pulsoryretirement the General and Leutonant Egob— Freah.
017
25
.17
00
and without much further delay strung them quarterly dividend of 2 per cent, payable perfect the raacliineiy for the government of General of tho army. The Senate was not in Pork— Me**
Lard .......
10X0
up, waiting long enough to be sure they were MayL
the Territory. It is evident from the spirit session.
MILWAUKEE.
dead.
. 1 28 0 1 29
Wheat— No. 2.
The Western Union Telegraph Company has already indicatedamong the Mormons hero
. 68 0. 89
Bt neglect of the Legudature of Colo- acquired controlof the Mutual Union lines. that they intend to make a stubborn passive The Senate passed a resolution, at its session Cobw-No. 2...,
. 43
44
resistance.The work of the commission does on the 3d inst, appropriating $10,000 for a mon- Oav*— No.2....
87
rado, that State was left from March to Jane Gould purchased 33,500 shares outright,
. 88
Ryb— No. 1....
not promise to be easy. The situation in Utah
ument
over the grave of Thomas Jefferson Barley— No. 2
.
91
92
of last year without any law coveringlarcenies
and 18,500 are held by George C. Baker, H.
this summer promises to be intensely interest017
25
.17
00
Pork— Meea **••#••••••••«*#•*••••
at
Montioello,
Va.
A
bill
was
Introduced
ing, as the full power of the Government will
or felonies. This is the decision of the State C. Fahnstook and George 8. Scott The throe
. 11
Lakd. ......
UK
Supreme Court, and it will release 100 crimi- latter hold the balance of power iiythe com- be tested in the solution of tho vexed problem for a bridge across the Missouri river near
BT. LOUIS.
of tho suppression of polygamy.
Harrisoncounty, Iowa, and to compel the Whxat-No. QRed .................
nals. The first to be set free was Robert L. j pany, and have entered into an agreement to
1 27 0 1 28
Hesseiberg,of Denver. Charles Allison, the | act in accord w.th Gould so bng as bis policy
70
As a result of the enactment of the Kansas Pacific road to pay tho cost of sur- CoRN-Mixed ...................... 68
does
not
impair
the
rights
and
business
of
the
veying
its
lauds.
Mr.
Voorhees
suhmtled
Oats—
No.
2
.......................
61
62
uge robber, and Garvey, a murderer, will be
Pond
liquor law, imposing a license of $330 a * resolution denouncing the iniprisou- Rye ...............................81
82
Mntnal
Union....
The
fastest
time
ever
made
released.
serosa the Atlantic was that of the eteamupon all saloons in the large cities,at tho re- meut of McSweeney and other American PoRK-Mea ......................17 60 017 75
Fire broke out in the wooden build- ahip Alaska, which reached Queenstown,
Lakd ..............................10X0 10*
cent session of the Ohio Legislature, tho Re- cit'zensin Ireland. Mr. Garland reported
CINCINNATL
Ireland, March 20, in seven days seven
ing temporarilyoccupied as the Dakota Terria
bill to secure the safe keeping of money paid
Wheat. ... ..................
...... 1 31 0 1 32
publicans were badly beaten at the municipal
hoars
and
twenty-eight
minute*
from
New
into
the
Federal
courts.
Tho
President
transCokh ............................. 73
74
torial Insane Asylum at Yankton, and four of the
elections throughout the State. The DemoYork, being twenty minute* better time than
52
crat* cirried Cincinnati, Cleveland, To- muted a letter from tho Secretary of the Inte- Oat* ..............................60
inmates were burned to death. There wc*e ever before made ____ A story was publishedin
Bn
................................
89
91
ledo, Colombo*, Mount Vernon and rior asking provisionlor the payment of the Pork— Me«e .......................
fifty patientsin tho institution,aud all had
17
75
018
00
the Washington Critic that Mr. Blaine thought
1 ''ah Commissioners and election officer*,
and
been safely removed, but tbeee four escaped of becoming a Congregationalpreacher. Ho oilier citie* by very decisive majorities,
recommended
that the salaries of the Commis- Lard ................. .............10X0 D
In Cincinnatithe majority is about 5.000.
from their keepers and rushed back into the lays it iBaninfamonahe....Afireat
TOLEDO.
Toronto
Cleveland,which usually goes Republican by sioners be fixed at $5,000 per annum. A Whkat— No. 2 Red. ................
1 82 0 1 83
burning structure, and could not be again res- destroyedthe wagon-wheel works, the Purifier
bill
was
passed
authorizing
the
redemption
Coa> ......................
....... T1
72
ctu«d.....A St Louis paper publish***n ao- Company’s buildings and Oliver's plating mill, 3,000 or 4,000, gave the Democratic ticket 1,000
48
majority. Toledo elected iho Democratic ticket of ouUUnding $fl) refunding certificatesat Oat* ...............................45
oount of the winter wheat crop from causing a loss of $60,000.
the
market
price.
In
executive session
DETHOir.
by about H,0h0 majority. Indianapolis, Ind.,
over 150 differentpoints in Kansas, Missouri,
Flour—
Choice
.....................
8
25
0
9
00
Bishop Payne, of the African Meth- also gave a Democratic majority of 600, the the Senate rejected,without debate, the Wheat— No. 1 White ...............
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Michigan, all of
1 28 0 I 29
nominations of James G. Watmough to be
which are quite favorable and representthe odist church, having been ejected from a first- German vote being generally cast against the Paymaster General of the navy and Samuel OoBH-Mixed ...................... 70
71
Republicans.
wheat in an advanced state and the prospects for
Oat*— Mixed ...................... 50
62
Seabury as Naval Constructor, In the House,
class car on the Jacksonville road in Florida,
Bablky (pea cental) ................
2 00 0 2 20
hi crop very fine.... A fire
nre at Dtoexton,
a good
Btoekton,
Mr.
Singletcu
presented
a
petition
from
5,000
Pork— Me** ........................ 17 60 018 00
Sperry A Co.’* large flonring- the colored people of New York held an indigCel, destroyed,
_
Old boots and shoes are turhed to ac- citizens of Illinois for the unprovement of the
INDIANAPOLIS.
nd warehouse
mill and
warehouse and other property, to the nation meeting and arged that action be
count by the chemical manufacturer in Misrishippi levees. Bills were introducedte au- Whkat— No. 2 Red ............. .... 1 81 0 182
nt of $200,000, and several men were bronght against the railroad and carried to the
amount
Oorh— No. 2 ....................... 89
70
Supreme Court of the United Slates, aud that producing the cyanides and ferro-cya- thorize the constructionof a bridge across
everely injured.
61
the Mississippi at Memphis, and to Oat* ...............................49
the chnrch raise $25,000 for the contest. . .The
EAST
LIBERTY,
PA.
nides
so
indispensable
in
photography.
THE SOUTH*
apply
surplus revenue to CATTLB-Baet ......................
Catholic Provincial Council, in session in Cin5 50 0 8 00
tne payment of the pnblio debt. A hot debate
cinnati.promulgateda pastoral,in which
Fair ......................
4 00 0 4A0
storm in Southeastern Alabama
Give
me
the money that has been took place on aresokiUon to fix a date for
Common ................. 3 to 0 4' 00
some very strong language is used and some
blew down fctiehouse of R. J. Richardson,in “bad newspapers” indicated, the Irish H arid spent in war, and I will purchase every taking up the bill to extend the corporateex- Hoo* ..............................
6 80 0 T ftO
4 25 0 6 40
istenceof national banks, which waa voted Bhrrt ..........
foot of land npon the globe.
Barbour county,killinghim. P. Redding,near being speciallymentioned.
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gan her professional career Miss Cary Jewe James Slain la His Own Rohm
was grievouslynervous and constrained at St. Joseph, Mo.— The Omiavr
Shot Down from Behind by a
would sing very well.”

When

Singe David Davis advised a

women

mob

of

Government places to
and bo independent
and useful be is avoided by all applicants and scorned by those holding
places. He is too fatherly.
looking for

learn kitchen work

away," and In her hands Jesse James died.
Mrs. James was greatly affected by the tragedy, and heartrendingmoans and expressions of
grief were sorrowful evidence of the lovojshe
bore the desperado.
It

Treacherous Companion.

The Outlaw** Exploit*.
most daring and
Jrtse James was born in Clay county, Mo.,
' Manx Pennell, an intelligent and Bucceeaftilbandit that ever operated on this
in 1845. He is the sou of the Rev. Dr. James.
valued citizen of De Witt, Clinton coun- continent, met his death at St Joseph, Mo., on He has had littleeducation. When 10 years of
ty, has become insane from spinal diffi- the morning of the 3d of April, under most un- age he joined QuantreU’K band of guerrillas,
expected and extraordinary circumstances. and participatedin the butcheryat Centralia,
culty.
Mo., and the sacking and burning of LawAn incendiarystarted a blaze in the The treachery of two trusted friends and rence,
Kan. He was also connectedwith
companions
in
crimo—
men
in
whom
Joabo
harrow works at Albion, which was
other events of the war of like nature. In
only suppressed after damage to the James must have reposed unbounded con- 1866 he made Ins first robbery, which was
fidence— accomplishedin an instant what at the hank of Liberty. Mo. In 1867 he robbed
amount of $25,000 had been done.
the Russellville (Kv.) Bank, and in 1868 the
Mrs. Hunt, of Vassar, Tuscola coun- the State of Missouri, with her numerous
MICHIGAN NEWS.

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

HIS BACE

she be-

Jesse James, probably the

from Aberdeen to Watertown.They

rod*
ponies and have not been heard from; but
two of their ponies navte been found. A Lieutenant in the regular army, whose name cannot
he learned,started from Fori Hisseton. Day
county, Dakota, ou a seven-montinrfurlough,
with a strange driver to take tho cars at
Watertown. Friends from the fort followed
tho next day, and the olficer was found at
Lake Wabbaw, exhausted.They returned

to the

fort,1 whore tho officer died. He
was going home to Germany on a furlough.
Howard, the driver, was found dead three
miles this side of Lake Wabbaw, and half a
mile from Ins home. Thom who are familiar
with the exposure which must come to tuose
who are caught in a blizzard ou the trackless

prainesat this advanced season know too well
that lb* worst has not yet been told.

Efuntuigton(Va.} Rmk. During 1866 and 1808
husband with triplets, Sheriffs,constables, policemen and detectives, he was connectcawith stage robberies in Texts.
At the Fulmer House in Chicago the all boys. One has since died. The all stimulatedby fabulous -rewardsto' Frank James and Jesse. In IHlW, robbed the
A MISSISSIPPI HORROR.
other day, a drummer smiled at a bride. mother and the other two are doing do their bravest and cleverest, had failed to Gallatin (Mo.) Uai)k and killed the cashier. In
1872 ho robbed the Kansas City Fair oftico, in
accomplish.
Unknown
to
his
nearest
neighThen he sent her a note asking if alie well, i
Burning of the Slenmer Golden City*
bor, Jesse James had for severalmouths lived broad daylight, of $10,000. Di 1873 Bt Gene. at ffleiuphta-ShocklngI/O** of Ufe.
Valentine
Kohler,
who
killed
John
vieve
Bank
was
robbed,
and
in
1874
the
didn’t want to meet the smiler. • She
with his wife and two children in a humble
Johnson at Big Rapids, Mecosta county, dwelling in the outakirts of St. Joseph. In bis Muncie (Kan.) Rank. In that year he roblied
Tho steamer Golden City took fire when aphanded the missive to her husband, and
on the 1st of March, has been tried and stable were several tine horses, either stolen or a stage at Hot Springs, and also proaching tho wharf at Memphis, early on the
he took an introductionand pounded found j guilty of murder in the first purchased with stolen money ; upon his person participated in his first train robbery on the
iron Mountain road. In 1876 tho Minnesota .morning of tho 30th ult, a'nd was burned to
a gold watch, stolen some years ago from the
the drummer to the edge of the grave.
degree.
man who is is now Governor of Missouri; in his Bank was roubed, at North ftelo, Minn., and tho
ty, presented her

^

the water's edge in an incredibly short time,
cash.er killed by three of Jesse’s gang. The
of the mines at house a perfect arsenal of guns, revolvers, pisThero were forty people ou hoard, and the loss
Glendale
train
robbery
occurred
in
1807
;
the
Mrs. J. W. Maokay, who lives in Hancock, Houghton county, fell down tols, bombs, knives, dirks and other weapons;
and yet no one know anything of all this— no Winston and Blue Cut train robberies last year. of life is estimated, at this writing, at between
Paris, is said to be constantlyimpor- a shaft to a debth of 1,200 feet. Of one in the city except the two brothers, Charles Since then effioers have boon in pursuit of the twenty-fiveand thirty-five. Among the lost
tuned by all sorts of people for financial course the poor fellow was instantly and Robert Ford, who had for ten days or more desperado. He was aided m all of his exploits wore the wife and three children of Capt
lived in the house as members of the family. by a gang from his own neighborhood.It is Kountz, a noted steamboat owner. Robert
killed.
assistance, and her daily mail of begThese men, tempted by the vast sums of estimated that his robberiesamount to nearly Kelly, the second engineer, remained at his
Profiting by their past experience,,
^
post and was cut off bv tho flame*. Memphis
ging letters is a very largo one. Sup- the people of Bellevue will try to pro- money set as a price on the head of the out- $1,000,000.
dispatchesgive tho following particulars of tho
law, at last found the coveted opportunity.
posed cases of deservingcharity are in- tect themselves against fire in the fu- While James was dressing,having for a modisaster :
MISSISSIPPI FLOODS.
The Golden City approached the city near
vestigatedby her agent, and undeserv- ture. They have organizeda fire com- ment laid aside his belt of revolvers, one of
the brothers, taking the precautionto stop beHkLr.NA, Ark., April
the foot of Beale streetand signaled for a landpany
and
will soon have a fire engine.
ing applicants for help are dismissed at
tween his victim and his weapons, sent a bullet
The flood with all its incouvouiencois still ing. Just then the boat was discoveredto be
Mt. Clemens Monitor : A deep well into the back of his head, and the bloody caon tiro. Hho was directed to shore notwithonce and tor all time.
upon
the pcoplo. and it will still be four or five
has been sunk in the Court House yard, reer of Jesse James was ended then and there.
standing, and ran into a number of coal-flats.
weeks before tho ordinarybusiness of life can
The detailsof the killing are furnishedin the
Are sprerd with the rapidity of lightning
As unfortunate man complained in south of the building, from which water followingtelegraphicreport from St. Joseph : ho started. Tho water falls so slowly that it is Tho
almost, and 800 barrels of oil foil it into a lory
will be obtained to supply the water
the New York Sun of having bad dreams.
There is little doubt that the killingwas the barely perceptible, and then where it has fallen in a moment. The boat tried to attach itself to
pipes of the Court House and jail.
result of a premeditatedplan formed by Robert it shows the terrible destructionthat has been the city dump-boat, but could not succeed in
The remedies thus far recommended to
doing so. Tho flames began iu the center of the
F. D. Miller, of Mancelona, and Charles Fofd several months ago. Charles wrought by the water.
The levoo up and down tho river on both boat, and spread both ways, and people rushed
him are : To put a bunch of old rusty A ntrim county, while assisting to put a had been an accompliceof Jesse James since
sides is a perfect wreck, and in many pell-mellout of their sleep and jumped over upon
keys under his pillow; to lie on his side; collar upon a pet bear, had one of his the 3d of last November, and entirely possessed places thero is a total disappoar&nco of tho dump-boat and coal flats. Efforts to attach
his confidence. Robert, his brother,joined
gentleman the host proved unavailing, and slio drifted away .
not to lie at all, but to go to bed with a hands badly lacerated by the animal’s Jesse near Mrs. Samuel^ house, mother of the all the smaller houses.
James boys, last Friday a week ago, and accom- just in from tho Oldtown region gives down tho r.vor, a thing of glitloring splendor.
teeth.
Several
lingers
are
brokeu
and
clear conscience ; closet himself an hour
a terrible account of the suffering.The buffalo Quite a number of people woio ou hoard, and
mangled, and it is thought that he may panied Jesse and Charles to this city Sunday,
March 23. Jesse, his wife, and two children gnats nro becom ng tho most terrible plague as tho whole Ixilt was a ma^s of flame, fed by
with his conscience ; make no remonhave to lose his hand.
removed from Kansas City, where they had ever known in this country. They are killing tho oil, they must all have been burned to death.
strance ; listen attentively, and do as
Thirteen prisoners escaped from the lived several months, until they feared and destroying animals by the wholesale. It It was unlike most flros. It was so quick and
commanded, and he will sleep the sleep jail in Detroit by cutting three bars of their whereaboutswould be suspected,in is a common sight to soe In the upper portion deadly m its results that women did uot have
time to shriek nor men to call for help. Everybody
of the town mules drawing a wagon witli a tin
n wagon to this city, arriving hero Nov. 1, 1881,
of peace. He begins to think that he iron and reaching the yard. Among accompaniedby Charles Ford,, and rented a bucket of smoking coals, a method taken to was paralyzedwith horror. A groat crowd soon
them was the notorious Minnie Marx, house on the corner of Lafayette and Twenty- drive tho gnats a. ay. The smell of the dead colleen d ou the tiver banks and hatched the
would rather have the bad dreams.
the bank robber. Four of them have first streets, where they stayed two month's, animals is soniethibg appalling, and fire. All sorts of rumors were soon spread about
since
been recaptured. One of the when they securedthe honse numbered1318 on there are hundreds of animals that the disaster.Tho losa of life was variously
A license is required for marriage in
reported from twenty to 100 souls.
turnkeys connived at the escape of the Lafayette street, formerly the property of ought to he killed and put out of thein
Illinois. A young man’s wedding day
Councilman Aylesbury,paying $14 a month for misery. Tho buzzards are flying in thousands, The lire was caused by tho captain of tho watch,
prisoners, and he has been removed.
who wont through the engine room to see if any
it, and giving the name of Thomas Howard. and have become as tamo as chickens. In Tundrew near, and the road to Galena, the
one was in it. Accidentally the bottom dropped
ica county tiui situation is terrible. Thero is
Chicago Tribune: The most aston- The house is a one-story cottage, painted white, no
chanoo of starting a crop for many weeks yet from his lamp into some hemp, which caught
nearest licensing place, was in such a
with green shatters, atid romantically situatoa
ishing lawsuit on record has been begun
to come. There must elapse many years before fire immediatelyand spread rapidly, and in alconditionthat a horse could not be used in Charlotte, Mich., where Joseph Mor- on the brow of a lofty eminence east of the tho effect of this disaster will pass away. The most an instant tho boat was doomed. Those
city, commanding a fine view of the principal
colored families, which numbered about sixty who escaped had to do so immediately, and they
on it. The distance was seventeenmiles. gan has brought suit against his son-in- portion of the city, the river and railroads,and
perHonB, who were m such a destitute condi- were uot very particular how they got away.
adapted
as
by
nature
for
the
perilous
and
desHe started for the license on the morn- law, Jeremiah Delhi, for $10,000. Mortion, have been partially •npliovedby tho rations One individual was seen to leap over upon a coal
gan claims that Deiiil enticed Mrs. Mor- perate calling of James. Just east of the house shipped on the steamboat John 8. Bransford. fiat in his night sbirt^holdinghis clothes iu bis
ing of the appointed day. It was a hard
is a deep gulch- like ravine, and beyond a broad
gan away from him and received her into expanse of open country, backed by a licit of At Laconia Circle the present report w that tho bauds. Whuu he reached terra Anna ho was
job, and he returned covered with mud, his house. The incredibleidea that a
timber. The house, except fiom the west aide, people will l>o unable to start a so |>ortsessed with fear that he ran away up the
almost exhausted and barefoot, his boots man should deliberately set about “en- can be seen for several miles. There is a large new crop on the present limited number of levee with tho speed of a Kentuckythorooghstock, and the.ro is no possible chance for them bred. When last seen ho had stopped and
having been mired and abandoned,but ticing” bis mother-iu-law to come and yard attached to the cottage and stable where to procureany more.
was pulling on his pants. One gentleman
Jesse had been keeping two horses, which were
live with her daughter could only have
In Lee county most of the ground is covered abo/rd, who had two or three ladles and the
he brought the license, and the ceremofound there this morning.
originated in Michigan.
with seven feet of water, and the cattle are same number of children under his charge,
ny was performed pi the evening.
dying very fast There is a fairer outlookalong pitched the children over upon the float, knowCharles and Robert Ford have been occupvOceana county Journal: For a num- ing one of the rooms in the rear of the dwoll- White river. Tho water is falling faster and ing that they never could get off otherwise,
Rossi, ic playing “Edmund Kean” ber of years the great flow of emigiation ing, and have secretly had an understandingto there are some snots of ground to be seen. and then junqied over witn the ladies. Bovoral
There is reason to hope thkt they begin plowing persons who were about to be left
kill Jesse ever since last fall A short time
lias been toward the prairie States, but
at Philadelphia,upset a candlestickand
jumped into the water and were
people are beginning tb learn that a ago, before Robert joined James, tho latter in about three weeks.
A Memphis dispatchsays; “Tho river con- pulled ashore, or swam ashore, or
caused a tire ou the stage. The audi- l>oor man has a better chance to build a proposed to rob the hank at Platte City. He
said the Burgess murder trial would commonoo tinues to decline steadily;' it has fallen twenty- were drbwncd. The conditionof those who
ence was considerably alarmed, as the comfortable home for himself and family there to-day, and his plan was, if they could seven inches from its highestpoint Between escaped with their lives was pitiablein the exflames burst out frightfully near one of in a country where he is not only sure get anothercompanion, to take a view of the here and Helena,Ark., land on both sides of treme. The women had but scant clothing on,
of good cro^s for his summer’s labor, situation of tho Platte City Bank, and, tho river is coming gradually to v^ow. Above and the men were no better off. Many of them
the Hies. Rossi turned and discovered
tho decline has been greater and the prospects bad sustained(locuniary loss. One gentleman
but where work is plenty and commands while arguments were being heard in
the murder * case, which would engage are proportionately brighter for tho farmers." sat alone by himself m his night clothes, shiverthe danger, stepped quickly to the spot,
good wages in winter, and now the tide the attention of citizens,boldly execute
A Now Iberia (La.) dispatch says : “Father ing and crying. His wife and children were
tore down the curtains, and soon smoth- of emigration has turned to the timbered one of his favoriteraids. Charles Ford apCoughlin, parish priest at LorenaVille, dn tho lost Ho seemed to be totallynnconsoiousof
ered the fire. Then ho faced the audi- region, and Northern Michigan isswariU- proved of the plan, and suggestedhis brother cast side, eight miles from hero, reports 1,200 his plight For some time so groat was the
Robert as a companion worthy of sharing the persons now homeless on account of the flood, excitementthat no attention was paid to him ;
ence and said in an aside, as if taking ing with Innd-looketn. “The woodsare enterprise with them. Jesae had met the boy and applicationsfor shelter in his church but a kind-heartedlady living ou Hhelby street
full of them.”
sent him her husband's dressing gowu.
at tho latter's house, near Richmond,three and stables are numerous. He lis askthe anxious people into his confidence:
ing for local contributions. Their disAs the boat was carried away by the current
years ago, and consentedto see him. The* two
“ Eet ees all right Eet ees in ze play.”
Healtb In Michigan.
men accordinglywent to where Robert was, tress is representedss appalling*The it was noticed that sovontl women and children
Reports to the State Board of Health, and arranged to have, him accompany them to water of Red river through Rayon Gout Tableau, in their night clothing stood in the atern, with
Confidence was restored on the moment,
as well as that of tho Mississippithrough the alternative of rushing into the flames or
Platte City. As stated,all three came to
Lansing,
by fifty-threeobserversof dis- Joe a week ago Sunday. They remained at the Aiehafolaya and Grand lake, will certainly jumping overboard. As no one saw them fall
and the play proceeded.
eases in different parts of the State, show house all the week. Jesse thought it best that bring us to tho level of the lake. We are now over it ti supposed that they were literally
/ '*. '
' fijl
<
Four lots, sitnatefl on the south wes causes of sickness during the week end- Robert should not exhibit himself on the past tho high-water mark of 1874, and wiU burned to death. Additionalfuel was furnished the flumes by several tiers of oakum which
premises,lest tho presence of three ! probablyexceed it two foal or more.*’
corner of Fifth avenue and Fifty-fourth ing March 25, 1882, as follows :
consumed like tinder. Those
able-bodied men who were doing
on hoard hardly knew how they were
SHORT ON CORN.
ing should excite suspicion. They
street, in New York, have been sold to
awakened.
main point
Number and Per had fixed upon to night to go to Platte City.
William H. Vanderbiltfor $400,000.
Cent, of Ob*ero- Ever since the boys had been with Jesse they An Estimate ofj (lie (luanttiy of Grain how to escape. The - flames had the
completestpossession of the boat in five miners by Whom had watched for an opportunityto shoot him,
on Hand In (be United Mniea.
Mr. Vanderbilt, it is said, intends to
Duvatf* in Order of Grratent Each iJineaneWat but he was always bo heavily armed that it was
and fearful sheets of flame shot into the
i To followingstatement relative to the corn utos,
Reported.
erect a houae forthwith for one of his
A rea 0/ prevalence.
air, while immeuso clouds of smoke enveloped
impossible to dr»w a weapon without him IseeI and wheat crops of 1880 and 1881 is furnished
the scone. '1 ho one rope holding the boat was
daughters. Two lots ou the south side
Number. ll^r Cent. ing it They declare they had no idea of taktwablo to stand the strain,and the Golden City
ing him alive, consideringthe undertaking sui- i by the National Departmentof Agricnltnre ;
of Seventieth street,between Fifth and
cidaL The opportnuitythey had long wished There are seven States that produce surplus began gradually to he drawn into the current.
77
41
li Bronchitis....................
74
for came this morning. Breakfast corn. Those States, together, yielded 1,046,- Down the river she floated, furnishing to thoso
Madison avenues, have been sold for 3 Intermittentfever ............ 39
on shore a picture of unrivaled and fearful
68
30
3 Neuralgia................
over. Charles Ford and Jesse
35
$131,000, the highest price paid for va06 r
4 Consumption,of lungs ......
James
had
been
in
the
stable cur- 000,000 bushels in 1880, and 737,000,000in beauty. The waters gleamed in crimson,and
33
62
6 Rheumatism.................
the horses preparatoryto their 1881. On the 20th of March 'return* of the cs- the Arkansas shore was distinctlydrawn in red.
cant lots located between those avenues. 11 Ihieumoni* .................. :mi
57
The steamer did not make a long trip to her
night ride. On retunpngto the room where
quantity of corn of th* last crop in
29
65
7 Influenza...................
In 1874 similar lots could be bought for
Robert Ford was, Jesse wtud: “ It s an awfully
nn/lA frnm doom.
28
53
R 1‘ousilitls ....................
A trail of fire followed her dose to shore,
18
34
hot day." Ho pulled off bis coat and vest and the
1 * 0^ 8{j?S
9 Remittent fever ..............
$25,000 cash.
then out a short distance into the current. All
34
10 Diarrhea ..................... 18
tossed them ou the bed. Then he said: “I ?'er
Thev
14
20
the time the boat was burning furiously and the
..................
Mayor Harrison of Chicago is a 11III Diphtheria.
13
25
“ore toan
of the entire arV . The fire was lating its way to the water. The boat
Scarletfever .................
12
23
thoughtfuland consideratecivil magis- 13 Typho-malarlal fever .........
buckledthe belt, in which he carried two forty- perceuUgoof prtduct of each ^ State still on drifted off beyond President's island, some 800
21
14 Measles ...................... 11
or 400 yards, and when within 100 yardfl
19
five-caliberrevolvers, one a Smith A Wesson
“26 •
’ Missour "
trate. He wrote as follows on the com- 15 Whooping-cough............. 10
of the Tennesseeshore the vessel, with its
15
8
and the other a Colt, and laid them on the bed
If. Mump* ...................
poor, dead bodies, its cargo and everything, was
‘mitment of a woman to the city prison : 17 Membranous croup ...........
15
8
with his coat and vest. Ho then picked up a !
and the
imprisoned in ihe waves, and the fierce ele13
7
1H Erysipelas...................
dusting-brashwith the intention of dusting ; iV. r^rJiO^blXlH The SSmltod prouor
“The City Physician reports that the 19 Dysentery ...................
7
13
ments were soothed iu the twinkling of
some pictures whicn hung on the wall. To do }.75,000,(K)0bhshtls Tb* estimated proper
. 5 - . ~ 9
prisoner is about to become a mother. 20 Typhoid fever...... ....... ..
this ho got on the cnalr. His back was now
on hand on the 20th of March, 1881, of an eye. It is the general impression that those
9
5
21 Inflammation of bowel* ......
who died were suffocated to death rather than
turned to the brothers, who sileatlv steppedbe• lowi tf3
It may be a lioy. The boy might be 22 Cholera morbus. ...........
6
9
horned. Afterward those who passed the
tween Jesse and his revolvers, and at a morion
K
'M. average
4
8
23 Inflammation of brain .......
place saw only apart of the debris and a few
Presidentof the United States. Must 24 Cerebro-Bplual*meningitis...
4
8
from Charley both
37 per cent,' or ^,SoO,ljoO>Uihek iUwuno chairs upon it. That was the only eridenoeof
6
3
was the quickest of the two.
he be born in the Bridewell ? Her name 25 PUCrperal fever ...... .......
States produced 256,000,000bushels of wi}eat the wreck. It was a wonder to most people
4
2
2fi Pharyngitis... .............
had the Jong weapon to a level with his eye,
in 1880, and 169,000,000 in 18^. The Propor- that there was not an explosion, and the only
.............
2
4
is Harrison — May Harrison. The boy 27 Hmall-pox
with the muzzle no more than four feet from
tion on hand March 20, as estimated,was: way this can be tooounted 'for is that the
the
back
of
tbe.untjaw'?
bead.
Even
in
that
might be Mayor. He must not be born
Beside those tabulatedabove, the folOhio 35 per cento Indiana 18, Illinois19, Iowa steam pipe burst, and’ thus allowed the steam
motioii though quick as thought, there was
in the Bridewell Never ! Never ! ” lowing-named diseases were reported something thfct die} trot escape the acute ears of 24, Missouri 17, Kansas 15, Nebraska 21; aver- to escape.
The most horrible feature of the firs was the
each by one regular observer : Cholera thfe hunted man. Ho made a motion as if to age 21 i>er cent, or nearly 36,000,000bushels.
The woman was released. The child is
One year ago the proportionremaining of the death of children. ' It is supposed that several
infantum, gastritis,spasmodic croup.
turn his head to ascertain the oause of that
crop* of 1880 was: Ohio 80 per cent,
For the week endipg March 25, 1882, suspicious sound, .. hot too kto. A nerv- Indiana 28, Illinois 24, Iowa 28, Missouri others in addition to those reported were lost
a
'
The little ones were kindly lent a helping hand.
ous
pressure
on
the
trigger, a quick flash,
the reports indicate' that pninmortia,
28, Kansas 26, Nebraska 23 : average
The struggle of all classes to get from tbs
The new United States census gives
a
sharp report and a well-directedball 25 per ceut, or 64,000,000 bushels.The
membranous crd’np, intermittentfever, v crashed through the outlaw’s skull There'
boat resulted in great confusion. A great num92,653 Protestant churches, 71,662 influenza,measles, rheumatism,bron- was no outcry, Just a swaying of the body, and
ber of those on board bad to leave without
making their toilets.
Protestantministers,and 9,003,06Q chitis, tonsilitia,whooping cough and it fell heavily hack upon thoiaupet. The shot
Stowe’s circus was taken aboard at Yidalia,
had been fatal,and all the bullets in the cham- and also a decreaseof 28,000,000bushels of
mumps
increased
in
area
of
prevalence.
members of Protestant churches. DeLa., and six cages of animals and Usds, tober of Charley's levolver,still directed at
No marked decrease in area of prevawheat or 44 per cent, less than on March 20, gether with the ticket and band wagons, tents
ducting the Roman Catholic and MorJesse's head, could not more effectually have
lence occurred in any diseases reported. decided the fate of the greatest bandit and 188L in these seven States, in addition to the and horses, wsre lost.
mon populations from the total populaMarion Purcell, one of the pilots, was in the
At the State Capitol, the prevailing •freebooter that ever figured in the pages of the shortage of three other surplus-wheatStates—
It tion of the country,there remains 43,- winds were northwest,the average country’shistory. The ball had entered the Michigan,'Wisconsin and Minnesota— which clerk’soffice when the alarm first sounded, and
are accreditedwith 75,000,000bushels as the he rushed
tshed thi
through the cabin, bursting in statebase of the skull, and made its way out throdgh
864,381. This gives one church for temperature,the average absolute and the forehead, over the left eye. It had been crop of 188L
room doors, awakening passengers. So rapidly
average relative humidity were about
did the
fie flames spread teat within five minutes
fired out of a Colt’s 45, imprqved pattern, silver
every 473 persons, includinginfants and
the same, and the average day ozone mounted and pearl handled,presented by the
after discoveringthe fire, which broke amidA Dakota Blizzard.
children, one minister for every 612 of was slightly less, and the average night
ships, the after part of the steamer was all
dead man to his slayer only a few days ago.
[
Marshall,Minn, March 8L
ablaze. Those that were saved had to flee in
the people, and nearly one professing ozone was slightly more, during the
. The truth about the recent blizzard is slowly their night-clothes.When the burning steamer
Mrs. Jumes was in the kitchen when the shootweek
ending
March
25,
than
dnring
the
Protestantfor every five of the populatouched the wharf the Are communicatedto
ing was done, divided from the rooprin which | doming to the surf aoe, althongnefforts are mads
preceding week.
thebloodvtragedy occurred by the dining- I to suppress the recorg of deaths from exposure, the coal-fleet and the tng Oriole, which also
tion outside of Catholicismand Mormonburned.
Inpluding reports by regular ob- room. She beard the shot, and, dropping her
: The greatest loss of life is reported from Ordi As near as can be ascertainedthere were
ism.
servers and by others^ diphtheria was household dutiej, ran into the front room. She
saw her husband lying on his back and his way, Watertown and points northwest in Da- twenty-threeladies aboard the ill-fatedsteamtat
slayers each holdinghis revolver in baud, mak- kota. The storm did hot extend with se- er, but two. of whom, as far as known, were
>
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triumphs were achieved before her de

lighted neighbors on the veranda of her

rkPlX

scarlet-fever at 13 places, measles at 11
places and smsll-pox at 5 places in all

follows: At Geneva, Van Buren
county (one new case from Chicago),
March 23 ; at losoo, Livingston county
(one case), March 24 ; at Detroit,and at
were gifted musically. The doctor used Milford, March 25 ; at Grand Rapids,
to say of his young daughter, “ If An- March 28, 1882. One death from smallpox at Battle Creek, March 18, was not

father’s house in the village of

Wayne,
in Maine. She was the youngest of
Dr. Cary’s six children,all of whom

nie could so far forget herself as to ac-

the necessary ease and abandon
when facing an audience, I think she
quire

as

reported in time

Henry

week’s bnlletm.
B. Baker, Secretary.
for last

Lansiko, Much 80, 1882.

the rear of the house. verity south or east of Goodwin, Dakota, and
reached the inclosure and
was in the act of scaling * it when she along the line of the Bt Peter road, in Minnestepped to the door and called sota, it was light A Mrs. Long and her
to him, •“ Robert, you have done thi4 ; come son Albert 19 years old, living three
bacx." Robert answered, “I swear to God I miles north of Kranzburg, left home with
did not" They then returned to whore she a team, to visit a sick neighbor on the
stood. Mrs. James ran to the side of her hus- prairie.They were found dead on Wednesday,
band and liftednp his head. Life was not ex- three miles northwestof Good«viu,Dak. Mrs.
tinct and when asked if he was hurt, it seemed Long was found in the wagon and the son unto her that he wanted to say something but der the wagon, where he evidently fell while
could not Bhe tried to waah away the blood fixing the wbippletree, and the faithfol horses
were standing at the place when found, and
that was conning over Us face from the hole
had probably not moved since morning. It is
In his forehead, but it seemed to her “ that the
blood would come faster than she eould waah reportedthat twelve land exploron started
ing for the fence in

Robert

had

saved.
9

Felix Lehman, who was a passenger,says

there was a merry party aboard,and nearly all
tbe passengers remained up until midnight.

They had one or two gentlemen aboard who
played the piano, and they entertained the passongers witn
with music and singing,
singing. no
Ho was
awakened by having his state-roomburned in,
and heard tho cry of “ Fire
Seizing his
clothes he ran forward and reached the barge
Just in time, as tbe next minute the vessel

P

floated down stream.
The books of the steamer were lost, so it
mposaibleto gather a complete list of the lost
and saved.

U
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To

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

being able to eat

and

a general. feeling

capital joke to find

A frank and positive manner, on the question

D1TH0MAS

'food and not

for

when put

before yon,

We are glad to see
Fishing rods, reels, linos, hooks of
was so positive,we think
every
discription and sporting goods of* a
that he has the approbationof the people

Promptly Done in the

that our Senator

'

piscatory nature, at

and

that they will, through their representative,

reciprocate for the straight forward course
taken when the opportunityarrives.

give below the last paragraphof a "little
speech" he made, which1 clearly sets forth

DIRK

R.

Notice is hereby given

that

T. E. Annis and Company, Druggists,
have this day sold to

Kremera and Bangs,

AND

theiy Store and stock of drugs, medicines,
the privilegeproposed by the
paints and oils. The firm of T. E. Aanls
amendmentof that Senator is restored it
A Co., still own and retain all accounts
might prove a great convenience to every

“If

ache, and
Hm

and collections
of such accounts will be made by T. E.
Annis and Company.
T. E. ANNIS & CO.
Dated, Holland, Mich., April 1, 1882.

due said firm to this date;

member of Congress and to the Secretary
of this body, and to the Clerk of the
House, but the abuse which past experience assures will attend that con1 believe the

its restoration.

all events

I cannot

No

loss to the

public revenues. This is

my

deliberatejudgment, and I shall adhere to

and abide public judgment."

it

will

-AT

For particularscall on the

Cotmoll.

firm

new

Ithaca Organs.

M
M
“

Supervisor— Kommer Schaddelee.
City Clerk-Oeo. H. Slop.
City Treasurer— Cornells Landaal.
*' City Marshal— Edward Vaupell.
*• Justice of the Peace— Henry D. Post.
“ School Inspectors,full term— Isaac Cappon and
WilliamH. Parks.
“ Alderman 1st Ward— Edward J. Harrington, Sr
orgen.
jN. vWilliams.
— Geor
2nd

JUST

Std

"

in this issne.

'

52—

G.

GEO. H. 8IPP, (My
Pristdent Arthur,

in

.

ly.

more

We

have purchased

the

J. R. Kleyn and occupy the

“Van Landegend

The stock

is

it

meet

all

demands

Store”

We

re-

R. R.

for kitchen,

to our line of trade.

can be had by

We

Wm. M.

8.

Dodoe,

respectfully invite the

public to continue their patronage and vouch that

Card.

if uni-

We wish to extend to the many friends form low prices and fair treatand to our neighbors, our acknowledgement, will do anything to gain
ment of the many favors and kindness
shown during onr recent affliction. And confidence, we will be entitled

we

thank one and all for the loving

services rendered our beloved wife and

mother durtug her

illness, and for the

sym-

hours, after death had taken her from us.

THE

Van Patten A Sons.

O.

R.

KANTERS

DRY GOODS

—

on the corner of River

OF-

BOOTS A SHOES
-

S

-

TORE

al

& Ninth

the best known and

most
SDCCHtfiil miicln,
Who has been engaged
in the treatmentof
all secular and

Sts.

GWH

He enrea diseases
resulting from seminal

Also a very large and aasorted stock of

weakness,spermstor-

DRY GOODS

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

E.

»2

US.

Nervous

Hollahd, Mich., Sept. 1,1880.

is

for

J.

arise

Thousands of graves
are annually robbed

from diseased organs. Parker's Ginger

their victims, lives
prolonged, happiness,
and health restored
by the use of the great

of

the chance

Tamers.

FLIEMAN,
way

ROBDED

German Invigorator

Call

See advertisement in another
column. Sold in Holland by Heber

.

MF-

Et

by mall, securely sealed,on receiptof price, by
dressing

CHENEY

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

BEEVES,

My

1881.

FALL AND
P
§

Buggies,

FOR
---

—

—

J.
14-tf

by

ll!S'

WINTER. 1881.

MSI
Dolmans, Circnlais, Jackets

AND

bath platform
ad— spring
— — wagon
WORKS.

A CO., Draggift..
187 Summit 8t., Toledo, Ohio.
PchontenA Schepers Bole Agents for Holland.
F. J.

S

TARTLING
DISCOVERY!

Ladies and Childrens, Cloaks,

SPI1

Open and Top

by

not only save monDr. E. 0. Weat’a Nerve sad Brain Treatment:a
ey bnt valuable time In the fntnre by attending the
Grand Rapids Business College, wnera they will
receive a Thorough,Quickening,Practical educa- ory, Spermatorrhcea,Impotency,Involuntary
tion. Bend for College Journal.
Emissions.Premature Old Age, canaed by over-exertlon,aelf-abnse,or over-indulgence, wh ch leads
to misery, decay and death. One box wlllcurerecent caaea. Each box contains on# month’* treatment. One dollar a box, *lx boxta for five dollars ;
sent
mall prepaid on receiptof price.
We guarantee alx hoxea to cure any case. With
etch order receivedby ns for six boxes, awmpanted with five dollars, we will send the purA viotim ei youthful Imprudenceearning Pre ma- chaser our written guarantee to return the money
ture Decay, Herrons Debility,Loot Manhood, etc., If the treatment does not effect a cure. Gnarnnhaving tried in vain every known remedy, has distecs issued only when
covered a simple self eare, which be will eend FBKH direct from as. Address JOHN CL WlhT 4 CO..
to his feDow-iufftfen,address J, M*
43 Chattam uu, N. T.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Also keeps on hand a line of

Mi

ebility:

will

andlxamine.

wfclch positively and permantlycurea Impotency
(caused by excesses of any kind,) Seminal WeakImpotency of Mind, limb or vital func- ness, and all diseases that follow aa a sequenceof
Self-Abuse, a* loss of energy, loea of memory, unition, nervous weakness, sexual debility, versallassitude,pain In the back, dimness of visand all diseases caused
Indiscretions ion. prerasture old age, and many other diseases
And a nice assortmentof Cnttera lor Farmers
that lead to Insanity or consumption andapreand Tradesmen are on the way coming.
and abuse, are radicallyaqd promptly matnre grave.
ALSO
AGENT
Send for circular with testimonials free
-------

cured by the use of Magnetic Medicine,
which is for sale by all responsible drug-

v

A Cure Guaranteed.

wagon

by

.

yearly.

Doctor.

HEROLD.

la a Hare. Prompt and Effectual Remedy for Nerontncaa In all ita stages, Weak Memory, Loss of
Brain Power, Sexual Prostration, Night Sweats.
Spermatorrhoea,
SeminalWeakness, and General
Loss of Power. It repairs Nervons Waste, Rej
Our popular wagon manufacturer
senates the Jaded Intellect,Htrengthena theEi
feebled Brain and RestoresSurprising Tons and
Ginger Tonic are the best evidences in Vigor to the ExhaustedGenerativeOrgans. The
experienceof thousands proves It an Invaluable
the world of its sterlingmerit and worth. Remedy, for both aexea. The Magnetic Medicine
pleasant to the taste, and each box contain! sufYou will find such in almost every com- Is
ficientfor two week'a medication,and la the
cheapeat and best. ^^ParticularsIn our pamphOffers his superior made wagons Just as cheap
munlty.
let, which we mall free to any address.
as anybody sells them In Zeeland, and claims that
^-MAGNETIC MEDICINE Is sold by Drug- they are a
Bsnsw Tour Lease.
gist at il per boxi or alx boxes for |5. or will be
mailed free of postage, on receiptof the money,
There are times in every one's life when by addreulng
Better
in every
MAGNETIC MEDICINE CO.,
energy fails and a miserable feeling comes
No. 4 Mechanics' Block, Detroit.Mich.
over them, mistaken for laziness. Danger
Sold In Holland by Heber Walsh, Druggist.

and comtort.— Advocate.

00.,

New York.

TOWNS,

DR. W.

Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries.— always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce,Provisions,
Etc., Etc.

HEROLD,

E.

Living Witnesses,

blood, and renew your lease of health

St.,

rhaa, Impotency and all nwvous despondingand
distressingsymptoms arisingfrom these disorders,
and all complicatedprivate dlseaiee.
Pain In back, left side or breast, frightful dreams,
Which wc Intend to keep as complete as ponsl palpitation of the heart, rush of blood to the
head, eruptions, plmplee, memory impaired, low
ble embracing all the latest and best made fanrics
spirited,discouraged;
resulting In consumption,
heart diaease, cons, or 6t. Vitas dance, debility.
Insanity and death. Rev. Adam Clark, the diaEighth Street, Holland, Mich.
tlnguUned Methodlit Divln.aaya: “It U one of the
moat destructive evils ever practiced by fallen
men." Its victims of both sexes are filling onr
Insane asyloms
L, ,
All lettersfor consultation, strictly confidential,
A Complete assortmentot Children's and Infants’
shoes 'for fall and winter, and a full line of
[with stamp]. Addreaa,DR. W. TOWN 8, Fonda
C.
A BOS. Lac, Wls. Lock box
Ladles’ and Gentlemen’sWear,
Please mention thla paper when applyingto
Hollahd. Oct. 12th,
86-1 j
the
-:o:received

oat

CALL AND SEE

The hundreds of hearty, and healthy
looking men, women and children, that
have been rescued from beds of pain,
sickness and well nigh death by Parker’s

Stomach, Liver and Kidneys, pnrify the

Dey

Its virtues are nnqoestlonable and Ita curative
character absolute, as the writer can personally
teatlfy. both from experience and observation.
Among the many readers of the Review in one
part and another of the country, it is probable that
numbers are afflicted with deafness, and to such it
may be said: “ Write at once to Haylock A Co., 7
Dey Street,New York, enclosing $1, and yon will
receive by retom mail a remedy that will enable
you to hear like anybody else, and whose curative
effects will be permanent. Yon will never regret
doing *o."~ Editor Mercantile Review. 21-8m.

ICTEW stock: C.STEKETEE&BOS,

Now

Tonic will restore perfect activity to the

HAYLOrK ft

America. 7

A Large and Fine

& SONS.

special gotifcs.

9-4w

NEW

AND—

Young Men and Women

Walsh.

Only Imported by

Respectfully,

MicHiBL Mohr, and Children.

gists.

—

the remedy was offlciaiiv proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for
mr 800 ysan to Dtafsttihas ixiitii uuifthi Chians
psepU. Bent, charges prepaid, to any address at $1
per bottle.

STEKETEE

pathy and services teudered in the trying

larks in these symptoms,as they

This Oil io extracted from a peculiar species of
small WHITE SHARK, caught In the Yellow Sea,
known aa CarcharodonRondeUtH. Every Chinese
fisherman knows It. Ita virtues as a restorativeof
hearing were discoveredby a Buddhist Priest
abont the year 1410. Ita cures were so numerous
and atony ao
mingly mlnumlomn, that

1880.

to our share of the trade.

Mi

Oil
Btttont the Btarlag,sad U Ui only Abichtt
Curt for Ditfsiit Zsowa.

Sole Agenta for

GROCERY

farm and mechanical use and

addressing the Secretary,

Cooperaville, (Ottawa Co.) Mich.

FLOUR AND FEED.

family,

igan Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held in the Supervisors’rooms, Grand endeavor “to be up to the
Rapids, Mich., Wednesday and Thursday,
times” in all things pertaining
April 26th and 27lb, 1882. All are invited. Certificatesgiving reduced fare on

Fresh Groceries
Holland, March 24th, 1682.

new

PoiltlTily

Sold by Schouten A Schepera, Holland.

will add to our stock

every thing

L CHENEY 4 CO.. Toledo, dhlo.

IN

farm and trade.

friendly hands the

dlstraaalngdisaase,askyour Druggist for it, and
ACCBFT HO IMITATIO* OB ItTBtTITtTTB. If ht
baa not got it, aaad to txa and wo will forward
Immediately. Price, 75 ceauner bottle

Hats and Caps,

will fully

of the

mmhmuu

Line of

F.

being daily

plenished so that

Recommended by Phy»lcfantl

it

Full

-MILLION!

Poo Choo'i Silum of
It

Wa manufaaturaand aell wltha positive
GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS. guarantee
mat It will cure any
case, and wevill forfait the abova amount
DUTCHESS OVERALLS, Ac.
A

MEENOS.

by 3D, 3%.

EARS

Sioo

and “good will” of Mr.

stock

A special meeting of the Western Mich-

& M.

For Sale

DELAINES,

HARDWARE!

trade of the Oriental nations.

the D., G. H.

HALL’S

NOTIONS,

TABLE LINEN,

the bill would, In his opinion, tend direct
into

UTERINE CATEOUCON,

CASHMERES,

twenty years, and he deems such provision

drive

_

DRY GOODS,

neither party to the recent treaty contem-

ly to

Restored!

Spermatorrhceaor Seminal Weaknees, Involuntary Seminal Lowes, Impotcncy,Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedimenta to Marriage, etc.;
also, Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits, Inducedby
self-indulgenceor sexual extravagance, Ac.
The celebrated author, lathis admirableEssay,
UTICA. N.Y.,
clearlydemonstrates, from a thirty years’ successDiscoverer of DB, MAEOHiSrS
ful practice,that the alarming consequences of
selfabuse maybe radically cured; pointing out
a mode of cure at once simple, certain and effectu
al. by means of which every sufferer,no matter
A POSITIVE CORE FOR FEMALE OOMPUIITS.
what his conditionmay be. may cure himself
Thisremedy will act In harmony with the Fecheaply, privately,and radically.
male system at ail times, and also immediately
CiF" This Lecture should be In the bands of upon the abdominaland uterinemneclcs, and restore them to a healthy and strong condition.
every youth and every man In the land.
Dr. Marchisl’aUterine Calbolleon will enre fallSent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
Ing of the womb, Lucorrinra, Chronic Inflammadress on receiptof six centa or two postage stamps.
tion and Ulceration of the Womb, Incidental
Address
Hemorrhage of Flooding, Painfol, Buppreaaed
and Irregular Menstruation,
Kidney Complaint,
The CulverweU Medical Co.,
and ia especiallyadapted to the Change of Life.
41 Ann St, New York, N.Y.; Post-Officebox, 4.V).
Send for pamphlet free. All letters of inquiry
•1v
freely answered. Address aa above.

CALICOES,

vetoing the Chi-

faith. The policy proposed by

How

Lost.

GINGHAMS,

old

plated the prohibition of immigration for

SUMMER

SPRING A

Advertisements.

Clerk.

nese bill, expresses 'the opinion that

a breach ot

PUHEN& SONS.

VAN

—John Kramer.

10. 1682.

How

DRESS GOODS,

•• •» 4th “ — Jelte Reldsema.
* Constable1st “ -Jacob A. Van Zoeren.
•• “ 2nd '* —John Van den Berg.
** ’ •* 3rd *• —Edward VaupeU.
“ *» 4th M —PieterBraam.
The following communication was received.
To Uu HonorabU Manor and Common Council qf
the City of Holland:
G»htl«m*n—I hereby tender my resignation aa
Alderman of the First Ward, to take effect at the
dose of this meeting.
W. H. BEACH.
-Accepted.
Minutesof the meeting were read and approved.
Counciladjourned to Monday 7:80 p. m., April

RECEIVED
at the Store of

read their advertisementto be found else

where

A CO., Prop’ri,

DR. J. B. MARCHISI,

6-4w.

" «

Office

hard-

Holland, Mich., April 6, 1862.
The Common Connell met pursuant to adjournThe undersigned is the sole agent for
ment and in accordancewith the provisiona of the
this city, ot the Ithaca Organ. Parties
city* charter, and was called to order by Mayor
desiring to examine or purchase this valuaRoost.
Aldermen present: Ter Vree, Beach, Butkau, ble instrumentcan do so by calling at my
Beukema. Kramer, Winter, Landaal, Kulto and the residence on Tenth street, near C. & W. M.
Clerk.
Railway freight depot.
Minutes of last meeting read and approved.
MRS. E. ECKENROAD.
Regular order of business suspended.
The followingnamed persons, having received
Important to Travelers.
the greatest number of votes for the office set
opposite their respectivenames, were declared
Special
inducements are offered you by
elected:
For Mayor— WilliamH. Beach.
the BurlingtonRoute. It will pny'you to

HaiftfMSJotlm!

fi.es.

Jnet published, a new edition of Dr. CULVERKBcay on the radical cure of

KANTER8 & SONS.

R.

exttnud remedy In the

WELL^ Celebrated

very short time.

ware

1-ly

MANHOOD

“KTE'OTS”
Book and Job

a

0,1882.

THE

Howard

stump patch in

as the cheapest.

BUFFALO, N.Y..U.S. A.

our assertion.We will

contract to clean your

(omouL.1

Common

backus in

best Internal and

FOSTER, MILBURN

digging, no backache, no horse-

out comes Mr. stump. Hon. M. D.

As cheap

Holland, Mich., Fab.

pains and aches.

Price 50 cents and

give my support to the proposition,and power, but simply a small quantity of
protest against this proposed restoration our “Herculus Powder" connected with
of the franking privilege, believingit about two feet of fuse, and one match and
fraught with manifoldabuses and material

all

AHiBTTAAJS

dealer* everywhere.Direction*in eight languages.

Out! Stumps!

people will not indorse

At

TOBACCOS.

Complete nod well selected stock of
Photo, nod Autograph

world. Every bottle fuaranteed.Sold by medicine

ENGLISH LANGUAGES

venience overrides all accruing benefits,

and

Lame Back, Sprains and
Bruises, Asthma, Catarrh,
Coughs, Colds Sore Throat,
Diphtheria, Bums, Frost
Bites, Tooth, Bar, and Bead-

and

bago,

the firm of

his position:

FAXOy GOODS.
CIGARS

Cans Rheumatism, Lum-

HOLLAND

MEENQ8.

Notice.

We

of L. T. Banters.

An anti* new stock of

WIL#

only costs fl.OO.

before the Senate.

of this portion of the county at least,

DRAYMAN

R. A.

Job Printing EGLECTRIC

of goneness; but a

ON

that Burdock Blood

Bitters remove all these symptoms and

of the franking privilege, recently

TO CALL

FA 1^

At the oh) plum

gnawing pains in the stomach, lassitude

io

DON’T

ALL KINDS OF

'

sutler constant headache, deprei

•ion of spiriu, longing

Saturday, April 8, 1882,
Senator Perry expressed his views

U no Joke.;-

It

FLIEMAN,
Holland,

Mich

Fur Trimmings,Muffs and

Colors.

Silk ft Satin* in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Horiery, Ger-

mantown Yarn, Canvas, Embroidery Silk and Hair Goods.

L &

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,
— - ^
>
rn

STREET

‘F'.TGATT'TTT
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_

—

.

lZOX*XjA.Xff

m
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We

JOHINGS.

understandthe City Hotel

is to

(

have

a new omnibus.

Born:— To Mr. and Mrt. M.

last

De

Boe,

Tuesday evening— a daughter.

>
^To-morrow

is Easter

The schr. Milan,
Thursday afternoon.

=

Sunday.^

Full particulars of the killing of the
Mr. Houlcarap, of Milwaukee, is' to
notorionsoutlaw, Jesse James, can be assume control of the Saugatuck Commerfound on the inside of this paper.
cial, Mrs. Woodbull retiring.

was launched laat

The prospects for a large peach crop in
P. Pfanstiehl, captain of the steamer this immediate vicinityare very flattering.
Fanny Shrirer, caught at this harbor, the ______
_ ____ ________
„ltl beShould
the blossomsall mature „
it will
past winter, 2,600 pounds of sturgeon.

/
/

(

De

Mr. B. J.

Mr. Jas. Hartger,

„„

.

come necessary

Vries, of Zeeland, has

\

to "thin” the orchards.

\he

will locate in this

City. J

Religious services will be held in Hope

Ws

are to

be

!

!

Our new Spring stock has

We do

arrived, and

new

not hesitate to say that our

is

stock of

now open

of the largest and best selected ever exhibited in this city.

Dry Goods in

for inspection.

SPRING GOODS,
.

one

is

In addition to

general, we have

added

one mile

south of this city, and has bought an 80
acre farm, near

Wm. Verbbkk, P. M.
•

the

Holland, has sold hfs fruit farm

wards, A. Harisen, Vasca Robertes.

College Chapel to-morrow.Rev. N. M.

was

in town last Saturday and made
News a pleasant call.

Mr. G. Hekhuls, of the Township of our very extensive assortmentof

finished his course of studies in dentistry, joffleeat Holland, Mich., April 6 1882:
at Ann Arbor, and dame rumor says that J. Devine, Isaac Dunklrken,W. J. Ed-

Goods

Black Hills, D.

of the

Ter., a former resident of this City,

List of letters remaining In the post-

New Spring

Mr. Hekhuis will

MBPETS&FLOOROILCIOTH

Fremont Centre, Mich.
move his family some

favored with a first-class time this month.

which we offer at exceedingly low prices.
company here soon, known as
Honesty is the best policy in medicine
D. Van Pelt, in the afternoon. Sabbath 'fhe “Lee and Rlx combination.’’They
Among other BARGAINS, we offer several cases of Worsted DRESS
as well as in other things. Ayer’s Sarsaschool at half-pastthree o’clock.
are playing in Detroit this week, and are
GOODS,
26 inches wide at 15c fully worth 25c. A handsome line of new
parilla is a genuine preparation, an unhighly spoken of. They are booked for
equalled spring medicine and blood Ginghams, large plaids, Dress styles, 10c sold everywhere for 12^0. 10
The people, in the Township of LakeLyceum Hall early in May.
purifier, decidedlysuperior to all others
town, are endeavoringto establisha daily
cases of handsome Spring Prints, warranted fast colors, 4jc a yard.
V
mall route, between this City and SaugaMiss Mary L. Meengs has opened a in the market. Trial proves it.
Our assortment in every Department is immense, and our prices cantuck via. Oraafschapand Luketown. This Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods store, on

Steffens will preach in the morning; Rev. dramatic

i

-

-

-

good idea, and we hope soon to see River Street,next to the Drug Store of O.
it effected with a good stage on the route. R. Meengs. Miss Meengs has fitted up
Sj
the store in a nice manner and is prepared
The drug store owned by T. E. Annis
to do work in first-class style, at the
& Co., changed hands this week, the puris a

-

chasers being Dr.

lowest possible prices.

H. Kremers and Mr.
We wish

In the Township of Holland,there were

not be beat by any house in the State.

454 votes cast at the last annual election.

The following

is

the result with the

spective majorities: Supervisor,

W.

Agent for Mme. Demorest’s Reliable Paper Patterns.

re-

Die

kema, 80; Township Clerk, Isaac Marsilje,

80;

Treasurer,

F.

Martin Felon, 150;

W.

understand steps are being taken School Inspector, 1 year, R. A. Hyma,
the new firm success in their enterprise toward securing a large flouring mill, to be 288; School Inspector,2 years, Hendrik
and we have no doubt, but that is a erected in this city, some time within the Van Eyk, 119; Highway Commissioner,

W.

Z. Rangp, both of this City.

We

foregone conclusion.

The

nearly completed and

elected in Muskegan, with the exception
of the Supervisor of the

The

Second ward.

following are names of the

elect with their majorities:

summation of the plan. We hope to be
able next week to give our readers full

The

the evening

Republicans

Loo, Roelof

De

STEKETEE’S;

Supervisorselected in the

differ-

1882-83, are as follows: Allendale, Geo.

in this city, are

Latham; Blendon; J. P. R. Hall; Chester,

a

John Sehler; Crockery, Joel A. Bond;
Georgetown, Geo. D. Weatherwax; Grant

dead yet. We understandthat

Neuralgia Drops;

and that they mean “business,” is evident. Haven city, H. C. Akeley, Chas. J. Pfaff
The following officers of the committee, and Geo. D. Sanford; Grand Haven, John

•

given in the MethodistChureh, by a quartette

Through the kindness of Mr. John

Grand Rapids, Mioh.
*-ly.

the

Monday evinced

^Mr. Breyman entertaineda few friends
are said to have been elected: E. J. Harfrom this city and Grand Rapids, in
rington, President; D. L. Boyd, Secretary;
that royal manner for which' he is noted
J. Kramer, Treasurer.
and all who participated, took their
departure expressing the wish that he may
Last Monday evening, we had the
live “to do so some more.” The News pleasure of attending the Concert
extends Its best wishes.

The only medicines used without turning fhe
stomach wrong side out. I warrant the cure of

Mastenbroek;Holland City, Wm. H.
Beach, K. Schaddelee;Holland, W.
Diekema; Jamestown, npt heard from;
Olive, J. M. Fellows; Polktnn, E. Thayer;

NEURALGIA,

Robinson, W. C. Harper; Spring Lake, A.
Bilz; Tallmadge,

R. H.

Pelton; Wright,

W. F. Kelly; Zeeland, U. Van Loo.

under the management of Mr. 0. E.

providing it ie used according to direction.

The

Kerkhoff we were Invited to witness the Leslie,of Chicago. We must say that the
power of “Hercules Powder" in removing kind of music sung, and the ability of the

Brazoria, (Tex.,) Independent under

the head “It is a put up job," has the fol-

Is the only snre care for the destruction of the
lowing comments on the harbor improvethat singers far exceeded anything we had exPin Worm, sad It also takes the Stomach and Tape
ments at that place, which is, to say the Worm. No physic is necessary.Price, only 25
at the least calculation,would require the pected. After the concert, Mr. Leslie procenu per bottle. For sale by allDargfists.Beceeded
to state his object, that of organiz- least, very complimentary to our respected ware of counterfeits.
labor of one man two days to remove.
This stump was raised in a few seconds, ing a musical convention In this city, and townsmen the Messrs. R. Kanters & Sons:
“Every indication of any nature, that we
at a trifling cost; by the Hercules Powder. he secured within a few minutes seventyhave
from the mouth of the Brazos, forces
three
members.
The
convention
has
held
Persons who doubt can satify themselves
us
to
but one conclusion, and that is that
by visitingthe place, a few rods south of three sessions a day ever since it has been

stumps. A

large

STS.

207; Constables,

new city committee has been appointed,

not all

BRONSON

Sc

ent towns in Ottawa county for the year

election last

fact that the

Last Tuesday was the 49th birthday of

Van

Haan, Bastiaan Rosbach.

The

der Meulen, 1,223.

Van Eyk,

C. R. Nichols, Dirk

particulars.

Mayor, N. De

Breyman. In

that

officers

urer, 8. A. Hofstra, 1,044; School Inspec-

ex alderman

Peace, Hendrik

nothing will intervene to prevent the com

Long, 970; Recorder, Thayer, 1,120; Treastor, Ds. J. van

we hope

COR. OA2STAL

Frederick L. Souter, 87; Justice of the

next eight months; the arrangements are

entire Workingmen’sticket was

WURZBURG.

stump was chosen

Price 60c per bottle.

FOR SAXiE BY ALL ERTJOOIBTS.

the letting of the present contract is a 'put

under the direction of Mr. & Mrs. R. B.

the College campus.

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole

George; and the class, which numbers up job’— it we are allowed to use the
Mr. G. Rankans sold this week

to

Thos.

125,, is

Heffron, of Eastmanville, one of the finest

Knabe pianos the market affords. The
Knabe piano is in successful competition
with the Steinway, and, if anything,is

to give a public rehearsal to-night in

terse

expressionof

a

very sensible and

the

reliable

gentleman from Velasco. We are

10

reliably

informed that the firm of G. R.

Church. Admission,20cts. Children
cts. Wo advise our citizens to attend

this entertainment as

it

is

simply wonderful Long & Co. is nothing more nor less than

conductor one G. R. Long, of Louisiana, who is a
cau do with so many voices even in one clerk of one, Moore, a wealthy cotton
Mr. Rankans reports busiuess flourishing, week.
buyer of that state, and that said Long is
ahead in

tlje

judgment

of

what a

first-class musicianand

good musicians

only bandies first-classinstruments, and,

89 Monroe

is

St.,

a

In rebuildingour

lecture,the date to come as soon os the
spring vacation is ended, probably in the

week of April

17.

.

There is

at present a

prospect of securing President E. D.

Machineryof
And we are

eta
want

who

satisfy all

Planing, Matching,
128; Clerk, Geo. H. Sipp, 315; Treasurer,
C. Landaal, 160; Marshal,

Edward Vau-

pell, 77; Justice, H. D. Post, 105; Schoo

have been half done,

Aa

it

is

and done

now, our second appropriation of

$40,000 is being squandered

by

OR

properly.

irrespon

Re-Sawing Done.

Jewelry, Watches,

WE HAVE

A

STEAM

Inspectors, I.

GRAND HAVEN

(

-

case.

44.

All requisitionsfor supplies and time rolls

met Approved Pattcmi,

the

confident we

H. Beach, 114; Supervisor, K. Schaddelee,

sible men."
Cappon, 58, and W. H
SilfirviN,Flitiifin, id Fancy Sodi.
that date, which, if done, will give us the
Parks, 26. First Ward, Alderman, E. J
finest lectureof the year. The exact date
ITEMS.
Harrington, 4; Constable, J. Van Zoeren
I will be given next week.
1 have engaged the service* of Mr. N.
59; Second Ward, Alderntan, Geo. N.
Tallmadoe elected the entire Green- H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
The general Manager, Geo. C. Kimbal, Williams,2; Constable, J. Van den Berg,
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
back ticket.
of the Chicago & West Michigan R’y Co., 38; Third Ward, Ahjerman, J. Kramer, 6;
watches, so that our work can be warhas made the following appointment to Constable, Edward Vaupell,22; Fourth
There is considerabledissatisfaction ranted.
take effect April first: C. C. Harris, Ward, Alderman, Jelte Reidsema, {J48; manifested at the verdict in the Aulguire
\,
Chief Engineer and General Superinten- ^nstable, P. Braam,
murder
All the Goods are warrantep
dent, with headquarters at Muskegon; F.
The Cutler House has been leased to
to be just as represented.
L. Peck, General Road and Bridge MasFILLMORE ITEMS.
parties from Chicago. They are to take
ter, also in charge of all water ftat^-is.

Huntley, of Lawrence University, for

new shop we have purchased
entirely new

close the course with a fine, scholarly

The

school exhibition held in the school

, for those departmentsmust be sent to his house, District

No. 1, was a

•

possession on, or about the 15th inst.

I will also

perfect

^

keep ou baud a full Hue of

^

^

3DR/Y KIL3ST
AMD TBS

DRYING OF LUMBER WK SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anythingtn our line manufactured on short
notice.

38-tv

WKRKMAN

A VAN ARK.

"grm s specific medicine.
THADB MARK The Great En-YRAD! Mj
giish Remedy,
an unfalllnscnre
for aeminal weak
>ness, Sperma-

The Jury in the Aulguire case, after be80 hours, rendered a vertorrhea, ImpoMaster Mechanic, in charge of Car and utmost capacity. The scholarsdid their
tency, and all
—and a—
diet of “oot guilty." Aulguirehas gone
part
with
pleasing
effect,
and
to
the
perfect
Diseases that folEngine Department, with headquarters at
to Muskegon, rumor says, to be foremau
low as aaequence.
LINE
PENS.
Muskegon. John McCarty, as General satisfactionof the laige audience.
?f Self Abase ;'t*‘ _____ .
in a lumber
*
Foreman of Car and Engine Department
Come and examine our stock, No umi T/uu»».™.™“uMi:AAomig.
Mr. and Mr*. Ja*. L. Fairbanks,were
t°d®' p»toto~the Back, Dimness of Vision, ProOn the 19lh and 20th of this month, trouble to show Goods.
at New Buffalo, and in charge of all train
mature Old Age, and many other Diseases that
presented with a daughter last week. The
O.
BREYMAN.
there
will
be
given
at
Music
Hall,
in
this
men, when at that and of the line.
lead to Insanityor Consumption and a PremaHolland,
Mich.,
Jan.
1, 1881.
48-ly
ture Grave.
little child is deformed,having an “open
City, the Cantata of “Queen Esther’’ by
Robert Caithness, Fuel and Lumber
our pamphlet, which we
spine."
home talent, under leadershipof Prof.
Agent, with office at Mnskegon.
®all to every one. The
Read the advertisementofR. Kanters BpeclflcMedicinela sold brail drag; 1st at |1 per
After considerableexcitementand a Herrick, of Grand Rapids.
package, or elx packages for 16, or will be sent
Persons desiring to come before the
& Sons, in another column.
free by malt on receipt of the monev, by adgreat deal of voting, the citizenshave at
dreaalng THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
public, through the columns of the News,
At the annual election,held in this City
last decided to “restrsin cattle from run
Tin
American
Newspaper
Directory,
will please bear in mind that we have onTo, 8.,. U,
on Monday last, the following officers were
ning at large" in this town. This is a
ly a few columns at our disposal; and
elected: Mayor, H. O. Akeley; Treasurer, which will be issned next month by Geo.
great step forward, and It is to be hoped
that, in surrenderingan unfair than of
J.W. O'Brien; Marshal, Arie Weltmsn; P. Rowell ft Co., of New York, will conthat onr neighboring townshipswill follow
these columns, we might aa well give
Justice of the Peace, Wm. IT 'Angel; Su tain the names of 10,611 periodicals in the
the example.
IN PRICKS IN THE
away our sustenance. We have adopted
pervisors,1 4 2d Wards, Chas. J. Pfaff; United States and Territories,which la a
gain of 844 In the year Just past.
rules in regard to this matter, which we
The school inspectors of the township 8 & 4th Wards, Geo. D. Ssnfohl; School
address, at

Muskegon.

L. E. Hitchcock, success, the building being crowded to

its

^

ing out about

yard.

f

FHCBiTIX
Planing Mill

-Dealer in-

simply bidding for Moore. Winston, the

big trade in consequence. f The annual charter election foV thuN
agent in Texas, has said that be never saw
Any person desiring a good reliable in- city, was held last Monday, and passed Long in his life. There is nothing being
'qff very quietly and orderly. There was
strument well do will to give him a cull.
done on the jetties now to amount to anyno druukeness, such as is witnessed In
thing, and the appropriation is being fritAs Mr. Wendling cannot be secured for
most of towns, even in spite of the law,
tered away in useless preparationof bethe last lecture of^the winteis course until
and there was consequentlyno “brawling."
ginning
at work that will amount to noththe last of May, it has been decided not to
/The number of votes cast were 447. The>
ing in the end. If the Messrs. Kanters had
wait for him. An effort is being made to
building up

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Breyman

Otto

Proprietor.

^

^

OF GOLD

FULL

v

GREAT REDUCTION

hope will be respected by our patrons and have token steps toward establishing two Inspector, W. B. Woodford; Aldermen,
The following are the subjecta of dlathe clliaensof this community. We will more school districts. This is a necessity, 1st Ward, G. E. Hubbard; 2d Ward, Wm.
course in the English Churches in this city,
accept any communication coming from and should be pushed through ; the cause Gleason; 8d Wtrd, Chas. Boyden; 4th

JEWELRY STORE
OF—

for to-morrow’s services:

respectable citizens,providing they will of education
limit the “ essay" to one column, at most,

and

In

ond communication

on any

subject.

accepting communications of a

or
governed
torical

room

his-

Toe

Ward, Samuel

following township officers were

elected at onr last annual election: Super-

narrative nature, we will be visor,

by

demands it.

Jsn W. Garvelink; Clerk, Gerrit

circumstances, allowing Garvellnk; Treasurer, Malhew Notier;
our idea of the Justice of the Peace, Albert 8. Fairbanks;

according to

interest

of the article. All communi- Highway Commissioner, Derk

Lenters;

cations of a personal nature must appear School Inspector, 2 years, Jan W. Garvewith the signature of the writer. Reader, liok; School Inspector, 1 year, Jacob R.

remember

this.

Scbepers; Drain Commissioner, Edward
Sawyer.

L.

Tate.

Hope Church— Rev. D. Van
lorning, “A

F or Sale— H°um and jot, cheap.
The residenceof the nndersigned. The
in the city near a residence.
Large quantity of fruit— such as choice
peaches, grapes, plums, cherries,currents,
tome blackberries,lame red raspberries,
and the choicest strawberries— on the lot.
The house is two-story— 8 rooms— brick
foundation. Title perfect Terms easy.
Inquire of the owner,

little

Evening, Easter sermon.

Methodist EpiscopalChurch- Rev. M.

finest grove

8-2w.

OTTO

J.

DOE8BURG.

Pelt, Pastor,

lower than the Angela."

). Terwtlllger,

jord is
will,

by

ALBERS,

J.
8th

Street, HOLLAND, MICH.

Pastor. Morning, “The

Risen." Prof, and Mrs. George
invitation,assist in the music.

Clocks which have been sold for $4, are

Kingdom now for sale at $8. The entire stock on
hand will be aold at that rate. Plated
God." Prof, and Mrs. George have ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at

Evening, “Fervent service in the
of

consented to devote a part of the evening cost for the next 60 days.
to a praise meeting.

Oct

15,

1881.

87-ly

THE nfUKCH 8P1DEB.

from a dozen chimneys

curling

and I savagelyreplied that I would, and
I should not return until she sent for i
it.”
etc., etc. She smiled sweetly, and
“Why don’t upu sell her te Old me,
STBICTLY PURE,
looked tenderly out of her pretty eyes,
Stacy ?” I said. ^ He’s got some ready
and I took the train for Philadelphia, HARMLESS TO THE MOST DELICATE.
'
in a terrible temper, and yet feelmg
“ Bnt he’s going out shortly and wants
Bure that I would be back again within
to sell his own mines.”
forty-eighthours, and I was. I asked
“Going out— Stacy ?” I demanded
the clerk to send up my card, and he
wondering why Nellie had never alluded
•aid it would be useless, as the lady,
to it
with her father and the other gentleman,
“Yes, going to take that gal of his had left the night before, for the South,
back to the States. This amt no fit he thought. They had left a letter for
place for a pretty little thing like she is,
me however, and — I snatched the letyou know.”
ter' and tore it open. There was several
“Nellie going to leave camp! By inclosures, reading as follows
Jove, that wouldn’t do. No, it she left,
Thursday.
I would, too. I shouldn’t lose her, now
My Dear Charles: Yon mnat pardon ray
terrible flirtationwith you of the past few
that I had all but won her, so I said
weeks, but it was the l&stT should ever have
“ I tell you, Bob, I don’t know that I
&ud
tho dourest of fellows to finish np
shall star much longer myself. Perhaps
on. I dare say you will feel a little vexed, but
you would like to make me an offer for you’ll get over it, Charley, and when Bob and
Alov and lot Ttlft ftt- mvself get settled down to housekeeping-

leave the Sunshine idle — I

as the

men prepared their evening meals; and,
Two

*pjden«, ao tbe atory ROM,
Upou a Hvluft bent.
Entered the meettng-hnna* ona daj^
And hopefully were heanl to nay—
“Here we will at !ea>*t have fair play,
With nothing to prevent”

<

here and there, over the various trails, a
bluo-ehirted miner, with pick and drills
across his shoulder, came striding home.

cash.”

The sun, sinking behind the Wasatch
mountains. 165 miles distant, cast great
long shadows across the surrounding

Each chow hie place and went to work—
The light web* grew apace ;
One on the attar (pan id* thread.
But shortlycaiw the ee » ton dread.
And swept him off,
half- dead.
He (ought another plao*

peaks, and veiled the ravines

and

andgulches

deepening darkness.

in

on the croppings of a vein
quartz and I lay stretched out at her
feet, watching her pretty tender eyes as
they wandered about the horizon,drinking in the beauty and the grandeur of
Nellie sat

I’ll

“

try the pulpit

There wm-ly

i*

next," aa'd ha,
a piizo

;

The desk opp- ar* *o neat and o'ean.
I’m ante l owj-iderthere haa been—
Jh*ldo, howeoften have T men
The paetftx brushing fl.wi.”

.
,

Ho tried the

pulpit, bnt. ala*!
Hi* boije* proved vWonary;
With dnetlng-bruah the *exton came,
And spoiledhia geometric game?
Kor gave him Uroe or apace to calm
The right of tanctuary.

to

“How

la It,

friend,"

he aaked, “ that I

Tla plain,”he answered — “ not a toaa
met, aince first I spun acroea
The contribution-box.”

I’ve

.

a face

B

AM

AUK

:

yon

stamped with innocence

penitent

Endure auoh tbumpa and knocks,
While you have grown ao very groaaT
“

frame

„ ,

which I trust will be a long time yet -you must
and purity. Young people always get
come and aeo us and be a good friend to your
sentimentalin the evening, when surnWLiJM.
“No;
much
obliged,
partner;
but
no
rounded by quiet, and I was no excepThe next was:
tion to the rule, and almost before I one can do what I’m going out for, exDear Philadelphia: You’ve had a good
knew it I was toying with the little cept myself. Same time, I might be time with mv intended wife and I haven t inhand, so white and soft, lying carelessly able to handle my own property bettor terfered ; you indorsed my note for $8,000
if I had the Ajax, too, seeing as how the and I won’t cheat you out of it I trusted you
on the flinty quartz.
and you came to “time;” you trusted me and
“ Nellie,” I said, after a few moments, two claims join each other on the some
hero I am smiling. 1 inclose with this mv note
“don’t y<?u ever long to leave this rough ein. I wonder if Old Stacy would sell that you indorsedand deeds conveying to you
out cheap enough?”
place and go back to the East ?
the whole of the Ajax. She’s pinched, Phila“ Oh, I guess so,” I said ; “especially delphia, and ain’t worth a cuss. You sabe now
“Not now,” she said slowly, “ though
if he is at all anxious to get away. I’ll
I might under some circumstances.”
the business that called mo East, eh ? Ta, ta.

At length,half-aUrvcd and weak and lean,
Ha nought hi* former neighbor,
Who now had grown *o sleek and round.
Ho weighed * fraction of a pound.
And looked a* If the art he’d found |
Of living without labor.

>

Good Family Remedy!

:

scene. She had some li^ht, fleecy
arrangement— a nubia, I believe it is
called — wrapped loosely about her head
and shoulders, and her hair, in whose
meshes the sunbeams seemed to have
caught, peeped from beneath, helping

the

»
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.
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BTACY’S-OAL.

“ Why not now ? ”
“ Oh, because -because— I don’t

TWa Kncravlnf repreasntathe Lunp

In a

health/itate.

A STAHDABfl REIEDT
IN

MANY HOMES.

onrlTOledand utterly bejond competition.

Mineral Bob.
IN
I have never seen them since. I don’t
It approadhea ao near a apeclfic that " N nety-fire per
want to. I went back to the old camp cent, are perna nently cured whore tlm direction* ar#
the following year. The boys don’t atriettycomplied with. There Is no chomlenl or other
ngreaientato harm the young or old.
tease me now, but I thrashed two of
them and got thrashed by three before AS AN EXPECTORANTIT HAS NO EQUAL
IT CONTAINS NO OPIUM IN ANY FORM.
this silence on the subject was observed.

speak to him for you.”
“ He said the other day,” continued
Bob, as though he were carefully weighto leave papa.”
The Colonel, I think, was the first
“Is that the real reason? I asked, ing the proposition,“ that he’d sell to
person to propose to her. He did it in
her shyness and evident avoidance of my
me on time if I could get a good man to
the oratorical style, for which he was
eyes giving me hopes that set my heart go my security.”
noted in the camp, and was promptly
beating wit h quicker pulsations.
“ Would he take me, do you think? ”
refused, much to his own and the boys
“Take you? A great sight sooner
FOR
BY ALL DRUBGISTS^
“Let
ns
go
down,”
she
said
quickly,
astonishment.I believe the Judge was
How the Chinese Do at Home.
than
any other man in camp.”
the next, bnt as he had fortifiedhis as she arose. .
The chief characteristi* of the China“Well, then, Bob, you give me a
“ No, not until you answer me,” and
courage with a large quantityof whisky
man is industry. The Emperor and his
mortgage
on
the
mine,
and,
if
his
fighis breath was strong enough and his I caught again the little hand.
corps arise at midnight and the court
She drew it from my grasp, and, with ures are not too high, I’ll indorse your
words thick enough to insure speedy reThe
note und turn you over my interestIn- audiences are held at 5 a,
fection. He was considerablymortified a saucy “ Come,” started down the trail
side. The mine is solid yet, I guess;^ schools are begun at sunrise, and with a
and I hastened to follow. I made sevat* it* and was never able to explain the
though I haven’t been to it for a week.” brief intermission continued ui.-til 5 p. m.
cause of his defeat, but when a Mexican eral attempts to renew the conversation
There are no Sundays and of holidays
“ That’s the gal’s fault,” grinned Bob,
woman drifted into the camp shortly on the way, but Nellie always turned it
“ but if she wasn’t good I wouldn’t there are less than a dozen in a year.
afterward and engaged in washing for off from the subject nearest to my heart
want to buy. I believe I’ll go down and The Chinese hfbor from sunrise until
the men the Judge tried his hand again and yet when I left her at her father’s
see the old man— it won’t take long,” sunset; and in the evenings the streets
and was accepted. It took him a month door she shyly extended her hand, and
and Bob buttoned up his coat and start- are deserted; but the Chinaman works
to get loose from the bonds, and lap swore I thought I detecteda soft pressure as I
moderately and never frete; he lives
ed out.
ha would “ never give any darnea female took it in mine. A moment, and she
Half an hour later Bob returned with frugally, eating little meat and drinking
had vanished, and I noticed a rosy flush
the necessary papers by which Stacy no alocoholic liquors, and hence he has
on her pretty cheeks and an unusual conveyed hia third interest in the Ajax great enduring and recuperatingpower,
light in her tender eyes. I went back to
mine to him for eight thousand dollars, and lives to a green old age, unless peraionally passed through Mineral City. my little cabin with a strange admixture
payable within thirty days. I indorsed advonture he falls a victim to the naAfter tine Judge a dozen or more of the of certainty and doubt in my feelings,
Bob’s note for the amount, he assuring tional vice— opium smoking. He reverses
boys offered their hands and fortunes ta and a quickeningof my pulse that made
me that if the mine continued to pay, as the past, and such is his innate conme oblivious to my rough surroundings.
44 Stacy’s gal” and fared preciselyin
servatism that he is tillingthe soil with
it had in the past, he could easily take it
After supper I lit my pipe and sat
manner, while Old Stacy himup when due, beside Avhich, I reasoned the implements that were used 1,000
aelf chuckled and “ bet on his gal every upon my roughly-hewn door step. The
to myself, that I would soon be Stacy’s years ago. He rejects innovations,yet
sun had* gone down, but yet there was
trip," as he afterward explained.
son-in-law, and, in case of Bob’s failure to Europeans have successfully introduced
Bhe had come into camp a week or light enough for me to see her cabin and meet the note, the old man would not be glass to take the place of paper, and
two previously to the greatest surprise notice her father standing in the door- hard on me. I also transferred my third owing to its cheapnesssome kinds ol
of everybody, including her father. Old way chatting with Mineral Bob, the best interestto Bob for a like amount, and kerosene have been accepted as a part of
Stacy a good many years before, some prospector m camp and the third owner secured myself for both sums by a mort- the domestic economy. The wages of
For a qntrttrafa century or more Hoatetter’a Stomaok
eight or ten, had lost his wife, and so with Stacy and myself in the Ajax. I gage on the property,and so I went to labor are low, but in some parts of China Bitten haa been the reigningapeclfic for Indlgeation,
neat was his grief that he could not be turned my head and saw the lights in bed that night and dreamed of the little a family of six persons may live a month dyipepala,fever and ague, a loaa of physicalalamlna,
induced te remain longer in the place the shaft house of the Big Giant mine wife I soon expected to have.
on $4. The Chinaman is elaborately brer complaintand other disorder*, and hat been moat
emphaticallyindorsed by medical men aa a health and
he had made a little heaven for 1dm. on Red mountain gleaming away in the
I »aw Nellie the next dav, and though polite, but he is not a truth teller. He
restorative.It counteract*a tendency to preSo he -placed his daughter— Ida only distance ; I heard the clanging blows of she smiled sweetly and blushed most is not aggressive; indeed, he is a peace- •trength
mature decay, and anatalna and comfort* tbe aged and
child — in the fashionable female semin- the blacksmith at his forge as he prettily I wasn’t satisfied, as owing to ! maker and has a profound respect tor
Infirm.
ary of the State, provided Kolr with sharpened the tools for the morning’s her getting things in readinessfor the constituted authority, but wants his tW For sale by aU Drngglstoand Dealet*generally.
everything that was necessaryfor her work, and the deep boom of the blast in trip next morning there was no oppor- government to - govern him as little
comfort or happiness and then struck Little Emily mine came floating through tunity for a quiet little conversation. I as possible. The conditionof women in
out foi1 the San Juan silver mines to for- the still, night air. Than my eyes wan- told Stacy I was going out, and he China may be inferred from the fact
get ilia recent loss among the excite- dered back to ih# c|ibin which held laughed and said Nellie had spoken of it that Confucius viewed her as a necessary
It.; illustrations. I2mo, cloth, SIM
ments -and privations of the frontier. Nellie. Bob was still there, his tall figand he “didn’t know but what it was a evil. Like the American woman, she is -AfODKlO MAOICl A PRACTICAL TREATStacy waa one of the JorUmate Jew out ure and broad shoulders contrasting good scheme for his gal, ’cause it could the martyr of fashion, but Chinese jyl INK on the Art of Conjnnnu.By Prot. HofFMaMH.
•of the unlhcky mujiy>thfctfilter ii ififidng
greatly with the little old man in the hardly be expected that me and Bob philosophers hold that squeezing her 834 illustration*. l2mo, cloth. $1 A'.
milK IMM KF.T-IIOOK DIC TIONARY. OB
•country, and in a few years lie was pos- doorway. What was he doing there so
would be good company ;” and so the feet until they are no more than three JL SPELLING GUIDE. Cor.tainln* nearly 16.1I00of th*
moat d'tfi ult woidi in the English lanruaita.hire, 3 by
ceased of properties Yielding him an ex- long I thought, and I puffed my pipe
matter was settled and I collected my inches in length is not so injurious as i% inches. Flexible cloth, gilt edge*, 28 cent*.
cellent income from their hard, white viciously as I saw Nelly a moment later
tight
lacing.
Women
in
the
flowery
traps
iraps bogemw,
together, uuu
and those
mueo I didn’t care
— % mitlCKM WITH C ARDS. Illustrated.12mo.
quartz. He regularly corresponded with join the two. The night settled down, to take with me I distributed among the 1 kingdom are practically nonentities, and A boards, 60 cent*.
DOUTI-KDCJK’N YOUNG PEOPLE’S LIBRAhis daughter and kept her suppliedwith and the cabins faded from view, their boys. They all knew what I was going yet for twenty years preceding last year, IX RY. Clear type, paper covert. Kach twenty cent*.
pocket-money far. in excess of her needs presence only revealed b^ the lights out for, and good-naturedwitticisms | when the Queen Drwager died, two Uniform In size with tue FranklinSqu-re Library.
or requirements,but never went back shining through the little square were freely indulged in at my expense. ! women were regents, and now the re- RobinsonC rusoe. With 40 Illustration*.
•wla* Faintly Robinson. With 60 Illustration!,
on a visit, and when that young lady windows or the sparks screaming
band ford i»n*l.Merton.With luu Illuatrationa.
Jut I liked it, and rather enjoyed my ( gency is held by a woman. _
was duly graduated with high honors out of the stone and mud chimneys. It iumph over the Colonel and the J ndge
Grinin's Fnlrv Tule*. With 70 Illuatrationa.
Justice Late bnt Sure.
Andersen's Fnlry Tales. With 9) Illuatration*.
•he determihed' to seek out bar long*ab- was getting cool, too, and I knocked
md the others who had tried to win the
JPopulnr Antnrnl History for Boys. With
Socrates was a stone-cutter by trade,
cenfc paternal progenitor! With an inthe ashes out of my pipe and re-entered ittle treasure that I had carried off, but
i(K) I lustrations.
dependence and courage the wonder- my little home and stirred up the smoul| but too lazy to follow so honest a calling.
Sent by mail, potlpaitl,on rtreipl of abort priett, by
lad miserably failed.
ment of the boys, she traveled across the dering ember A on the hearth. An hour
He loved to talk too well, and spent his (As publlthert,
I sat in my cabin that evening — the • He loved to tai
GEORGE ROUTEEDOE A *OX».
street corners and
plains, took passage on the stages and went by and the moon sent its beams
ast I should ever spend in Mineral City ; time lounging
9 LaFayf.ttk Placf., Nf.w Yoiik.N.Y.
finallyrode into Mineral City, on horse- across my little table, with its tin plates —and somehow I got terribly blue and 1 gathenng young men aa id le as b mself Fractionalamount* can be remittedin I’oetage iitumpi.
back, the first white woman in camp and and cups ; across my earthen and rocky out of apirita. It felt like parting with around him. Hm personal appearance
-the object of the shy adoration of the floor, touching liglitly my books on a old friends Every tree and every rock was disgusting m the extreme, and
shelf at the head of my bed and resting seemed to have ahold on mv affections has but to gaZe npontlm Louvre cast
men.
the gallery of which we are so justly
It was some time before the boys could softly on the rolled-upcoat that served and the rough logs of my little home had
proud, to straightway sympathize with
me
for
a
pillow.
I
turned
on
my
stool
-ctand their ground and
face
her,
instead
--- —
W
--- ¥
a warm place in my heart. I couldn’t
and glanced out of the window. The shake off my low spirits, and so I went poor, abused Xuutippe. He had a fiat
of scampering away at her approach,
Lad hitherto been the case, but the tops of the surrounding timber were
'Western miner is not long in getting ac- silvered by the moonlight,and the
customed to strange things, and it was cabins stood out against the dark back- solation I felt I needed. I found her gait, went barefooted and half-clad, was
not oyer, ten days after her arrival that ground of the tall spruces. The sound
the Colonel immolated hiqiself on the of singing came up from the saloon and
Zt
the w iud sighed fitfully now and then.
rlad to see me, and we sat on the door- a woman to whom he was at a acted >y
•liar of his affections. Encouraged by
Forty -*«Tenth season of the old tellable “Chihis example and un terrified by his un- And so I fefi into a somber reverie, and step and were soon chatting in a warm, her singular conversationalpowers, and
ceremonious defeat, the boys one after Nellie was the center about which all confidential way. As I was about to go ! although he believed he himself excelled
or email John, horso or steam power; theosiyApron
•mother tried their luck though, as I my thoughts revolved. Presently there I took her little hand in my big palm all his contemporariesin that respect, yet
Machine that threshesand e Irani /lax and mUjaroint
perfectly. “ (Tilrnao Pills” Double Pinion
have before mentioned, with no better was a knocking at my door, and at my and
he found that she far excelled him in
Mounted llornc Power* tro the AartlndkwoFhl
•access.
1
invitation Mineral Bob entered.
Btacy was a partner of mine in the Ajax
“ Hello 1 Philadelphia,”
(he said, “I
Uy gl8d thftt 1 an,g0iBg
hfe
imind, in which there were three of us kinder thought you wasn’t in.”
“ You blow I am,” she said, earnestly, . j children, left them to support themselves
interested, and as we were doing consid“ Why ? ” I asked, rather sorry of the her eyes dropping and her soft little fin- ; as best they might wdnle ^ spent the
erable development on the vein I was of interruption,though Bob was good gers involuntarily pressing mine, and time he
f‘i :
necessity much in his company, and company, and no one could look into his somehow, before I fully realized what I j Heauces, aud wasted the treasures of his
.consequently in that of his daughter. merry blue eyes, and pleasantface, cov- was doing I had leaned forward and i thought at the feet of Aspaaia and Theowas doing, i
lurww , u
h(J pretended to desire to
tJhe was a very pretty girl, with dainty, ered all over with a luxuriant, rich,
pressed a hot, passionate kiss on her
convert,
that
he might thereby add lustre
•delicate ways far more befitting a house brown beard, without feeling better and
ups, and, with a little exclamation, exto his own name— sly old dog-rand in
4m Walnut street than a rough mining less out of spirits,
pressive of surprise and not of anger,
“Oh, l sort of calculated you d be she turned and vanished. I was a happy addition to all this, he would invite the
camp $ bat she loved her father with an
lazy creatures who surrounded him to
earnest, clinging affection that would not somewhere around the girl. How’s
fellow that night
A pronoun oed iracceaeIn 1881
dine with him when there was nothing
listen to her leaving him, and so she your chances,partner? Good, eh ? ”
the house to entertain them with.
“Come, come, Bob, and stop yoiu’
continued to reign Queen of Mineral
It is natural
that this would be very
nonsense. Here, fill your pipe and sit came to a halt in New York. What
City all through the summer of 1876.
------irritatingto a proud spirited woman who
I don’t know when it was that I was down.”
delicious time I had had of it and how
MWllllWkW hitely non-exploslre.Water
was struggling for herself and littleones.
unduly attracted toward Nellie. -I think
Boh laughed ffood-btnnoredty,aodi considerateStacy and Bob were. They What woman in existence could have tube Boiler. Will aave their cost in fuel alone.
itiraf when she asked me Jo/call her
H. A. PITTS’ SONS MFC. CO.
pulling up a stool, sat down near the never intruded their presence,but let
borne her soul in patience under tmeh
-thereafterby that name. Bhe made the
7 and O 8. J«ffer«on8t. CHICAGO, ILL.
Are, and, as he filled his pipe, said
request so innocently, • so 'sweetly
toeyhhad un^nilL^n^whatever ’rith i provocation ?--/W-/>/^a/c/L.
I’v«j dropped in on a.little business
.and so teutlerh , alleging that as I -rabout the Sunshine,you know,” alludS6 to 120
^wsa her/ other’s partner, a geuttonmn '
ing to a mine of his and one of the best
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show my appreciationof their thought- Sir Herbert Clinsbson, the great
and ^ood feeling. Nellie was a j Scotch chemist,has made some cunous
little paradox, liowever-ah enigma I observationsonthe efl'f
couldnT Bolve. I had proposed to her 1 season in diminishingthe normal growth
half a dozen times on our way East, but, of trees. He found on
UicUl that,
liliisi, comparing 1879 wth
though she plainly showed that her ment
1878,
heart was mine and permitted me to eleven deciduous trees— not oaks— made
squeeze her hand, whisper soft nothings on an average 41 per cent less growth
and kiss her good-night when she re- in the last year than in the year before
tired, she would give mo no answer to Of seventeen pine trees, the average
my pleadings, bnt kept me off with a co- deficiency was 20 per cent, so that heat
quetry in itself most attractive.And so appears to have more to do with the
the days spun around and I seemed to making of wood than moisture has. It
be no nearer than when we left the old is strange that the growth of the oak,
mining camp, and I got irritable and which drops its leaves, seems less dependent on heat than that of the pine,
out of sorts, and, one day Nellie suggested that I had better ran on and see my which we usually associate with very
family and get sweetened up a little, cold regions.

fulness
nicer for me to say. Nellie, instead of
Miss Stacv, which* sounded so formal,

and the derned surface water

is

getting

thatkI cams very near •adding oth

SC

j

by the bucketfulwhen she’s cominj
Afte^™
in near as fast is of no account. You

qtMtititanee
inaratanee would not
not’ •justify."
justify.** Afte^
that I spent most of my evenings with
MelHe, Atid sometimes of an afternoon
-we took delicious little rambles together
4m tiie mountain sides and into the heavy
(timber lining the valley or canon of
the Uncompaghre.One evening, as we
were returninghome, we stopped to rest
oq.fte rock-crested summit of Mineral
Point. A few hundred feet below ns lay
the little mining camp, its log cabins
lookmg doubly picturesauein the gathering gloaming. The blue smoke was
’

j

know that?”
I

nodded assent.

“Well, then, Philadelphia,” as he
lighted his pipe and gave two or three
vigorous puffs, “I want to see what
kind of a dicker I can maker with you
•bout running the mine. I ain’t got the
money to get an engine and’ pump,
though I guess I could borrow it, and
beside I’ve got to go East on business
inride of a week and I don’t want to

^
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HOW VERY ANNOY NO.
Which Is the Weaker Sex I
When one is invited out to a hearty dinner
Females
are
called
the
weaker,
but
Caw
how very annoying to feel such dyspeptic sympwhy ? If they are not strong, who is ? toms as retasting of tho food, belching, heat in
When men must wrap themselves up in the stomach, heartburn,etc. If thus afflicted

BULL-FUJHTING IN EL PASO.
A Dl.Bmfed T+xm* Manr^t* That
.

Would olfvr B«n«r NporL
ILeareuwortli
Tlmo*.

)

a

I

After long waiting a bogle

is sounded,
tke doors are thrown open, and ti^e
horsemen enter the ring, one conveying
a stout pole, with a prod in the end of
it. Next come four bull-fighterson foot,
with a stick about four feet long and a
dirty red cloth about the size of a small
table-cloth,and they scatter themselves
around behind the several blinds. Now
the excitementu at fever heat ; Guadaloupe smiles, the bugle sounds, the
doors are thrown open, and in comes a
little, stump-tailed bull or stag, with his
horns sawt-d off The horsemen ride
otJf, and nil in turn get the animal to
(lm-e them around, and the footmen
venture out from their respective places
of safety in like manner, and this performance is kept up until the speed and
motion of the animal is reduced to a

certainty.

The footmen now became qpito bold.
They string their cloth on the stick in
front of the bull, and he rushes for it
with all the speed he has left. The
man holding the cloth springs aside, the

thick garments, and encase the whole in year digestive organs are weak. Nothing assists
a stout overcoat to shut out the cold, nature so effectivelyiu giving tone and strength
the stomach, liver, and bowels as that Queen
women in thin silk dresses, with neck to
of all vegetable tonics, Dr. Guyuott’* Yellow
and shoulders bare, or nearly so, say Dock and Sarsaparilla.It is a certain cure for
they are perfectly comfortable1 When all kinds of dyspepsia. It also cures uervoua
men wear waterproof boots over woolen weaknesses. It is kind and friendlyto tho
hose and encase the whole in India-rub- brain. It makes good flesh snd blood. It
cures hysteria, nervous excitability,
wasting of
ber to keep them from freezing, women
tbe muscles,and expels all blood impurities.
wear thin silk hose and cloth shoes, and For brain-workersit is especially beneficial ; it
pretend not to feel cold. When men checks all tendency to insanity.It removes
cover their heads with fnrs, and then such symptoms as blotches, bkiu diseases,dimcomplain of the severity of the weather, ness of vision, loss of memory, cough, catarrh
of the bladder, painful urination,dyspepsia,
women hang an apology for a bonnet at generaldespondency,etc.
the back of their heads, and ride or walk

abroad in the northeastwinds, professing not to suffer at

German Orders* and

Anti-Lipr
To come

public with an absolute
cure for drunkenness, or
a specific to

seems to many,
we have no doubt, an
absurdity; such is the
case, nevertheless,and
before offe ri ng ou r medicine to the public we
thoroughly convinced
ulants,

Decorations.

Orders and decorationsare anything
but rare in Germany, as every one
On thp appearance of the first svmutotns-M kno\\!,8, but the real extent of them will
general deUnty. loss of appetite, ‘pallor,chilly surprise most persona. It appears from
uensfttioiiH,
followed by night weals and cough the new army list that the Crown Prince
—prompt uioftimreafor reliei should be taken. possesses no fewer than sixty-fivestars
Consumption is scrofulous disease of the lungs
and crosses; that his uncle, Prince
— therefore use tho great anti-scrofula,or blood

ADVICE TO CONSUMPTIVE*.

bull passes to the next man, and so on.
Next comes stickingthe little spears in
the animal’s neck. These are little
sharp-pointed rods, with wood* n Buffalo, N. Y.
handles, ornamented with tissue paper,
How beautiful is the exhibition of hutin rings, etc. You will remember
that it is the cloth the bull is fighting manity in the young. A littJe boy found
all the time. One man attracting a poor, half-frozen wasp in the garret,
the .Mention of tlio animal, and another and placed it upon a chair before Hie fire
approaching him from the rear at full to thaw out. Surely the angels must
speed the animal turning his head to have looked down approvingly on such
look out for the new danger, the man au act of kindness. When sister Mary’s
plunges the spear in his neck and passes beau called that evening he glanced at
on. They now know the exact speed, the chair, and seating himself iu it, murand the fighters will in turn allow the mured : “Ah, bless her heart, how
animal to chase them around tlya ring. thoughtfulshe is of my comfort 1” Two
This is kept up according to the nerve of minutes later there was as much noise and
racket in that parlor as if it had been
the bull.
Next and last comes the killing with turned into a den of demons. The wasp
the sword. The fighter has the cloth in had thawed out ; that is why Mary isn’t
his left and the sword in his right hand; married yet. — Brooklyn Eagle,
r

now appears the ble-dingand exhausted
bull, which plunges away at the cloth,

Charles,has

fifty-five ; his cousin,

Prince

ourselves by actual ex-

Frederick Charles, fifty-five; Count
Pucklcr, the Emperor’s chamberlain,

periment that it would
do all we claim for it.

Moltke,
forty- three; Prince Albrecht, thirtyfive ; Manteuffel,thirty-three, and Blumenthal, thirty-two.
forty- nine; Bismorck.forty-four

;

On Thirty Day*’ Triad.
The Voltaic Belt Co., MarihalL Mick.,

Brown’s Iron Bitters,
complete non-alcoholic
tonic, will not only remove
all the nervous disorders and

a

will

cessive indulgence caused by

—
AITB

DANIEL

the mad cow never does, and follows
Dr. Pierce's “Favorite Prescriptiou,” evethe object np. Hence, fighting a mad rywhere acknowledged to be the staudard rembull is much like fighting a blind ani- edy for female cumplaiutsand weaknesses. It
mal, and, upon the whole, a gigantic *4s sold by di uggbts.
i*

dumb

brutes

Do you

feel

heavy in the morning,

weary, unrefreshed, unrested, languid,
limp, utter, blase, faint-hearted,un
equal to the battle of life, querulous,
morbid, disinclined to extortion ? youv’e
got it. The ssstheticcraze is upon you ;
take a sunflowerliver pill.— A'eto York
Commercial Advertiser.

to be blotted out.

Mr. Charles A. Rkyn®lds, of Madison, Ind.,
writes: “For ton years I have been trying to
regain my he&kn. Sometimes I doctored for
my kidneys, again, 1 would take cough medicines and consumption cures, and then my dyspepsia would nearly lull me, and 1 had to docP ob tho delic&ts and complicateddifficulties
tor for that Hearing of Dr. Guysott’sYellow
eculiar to women, Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegeDock and Sarsaparilla, I bought a bottle. It
ible Compound is tho sovereign remedy.
did me more good than I expected. I am now
robust and strong, and have not felt sick for a
W$ frequently hear a lady exclaim,
long time. I feel strong in ever^ part of my
body, and at night I enjoy most refreshing, “ 0 dear 1 I wish I were a man ! ” but
dreamlessslumber."
we do not remember ever hearing a man

wish himself a woman. No ; man never
dared allow his wishes to soar so high.
The Showman’s Trade. He is content to admire rather than be
A showman, after assuring a reporter the thing admired. N. B.— This is not
that nothing pleases the pepple more taffy.— Boston Transcript.
than something full of peril and bloodshed, gives the following incident of his
Send name and address to Oiagin k Co.,
Pa., for cook book free.
career; but we don’t vouch for his truth- Philadelphia,
fulness — that is, not quite:
It is another’s fault if he be ungrate“ I ran a whole season on a lion that
ful; but it is ours if we do not give.' To
had eaten a keei>er. The people came in
find one thankful man we will oblige
crowds, expecting every day to see him
many that are not so.
make a breakfast of his trainer. Was he
actually dangerous? Dangerous ! He
A Word to Doubter*.
eat another trainer, and then I lost him.
Monroe, Mich., June ‘26, 188L
His widdor was actually in love with her
H. H. Warner <fc Co.: Mrs— Your Bafe Kidhusband, and she swore the animal ney and Liver Cure has cured mo of severe
should be killed, and the people sided
with her; and ns the beast was getting
old, and the killin’ made a paying sensation, I didi.. Hut I mode all the re was
out of it. I insistedthat the husband
should have a gorgeous funeral. She said
there was nothing to bury, its the lion
had eaten her husband. 4 But ain’t the
dear departedin the lion
If we bury
the lion, don’t we bury the dear departed?’ ‘Cert,’ she said. And we had
it, and it was gorgeous. We had a per
cession with alf our wagons in it, the
regular street parade, only all our riders
had black scarfs on ’em, and the wagons
and horses and elephants and sich wert
draped in black, and the band played a
dead march. The widder was in open'
carriage m full mourning, with a white
handkerchief with a blaok border to her
eyes, lookin’ on bis minatoor. Ther
wasn’t no minatoor, but she held a case
just the same. That night the canvas
couldent hold Che people. We run that
two weeks to splendid biz. When the
woman got over her grief, she went into
the lion trainin' herself, ez ‘Senorita
Aguardonte, the Lion Queen.’ I gave
her some old lions to practice on, and in
less than a month she could do jest as
well as the old man. She was a go«d
woman, too. She rid in the grand entree, and rid in J he Halt in the Desert,’
did the bar’l act, did a good pad act, and
is now practisin'bareback. She juggles
tollablot and does a society song and
dance
a side show. . When I get
talent,1 pay and keep it My treasurer
changes the names of my people every
season, so as to have fresh attractions.

?

kidney complaint. Refer all doubters to me; I
can convince
jTohx Doyle.
facts lead to the conclusion the

butter was invented by a Mr. Strong, of
ancient Greece.

is

clearn out i a.«, mice, bedbugs, roaches, vermin,
flits, ants, inject*. 16c. per box.

__

Guard
by using

(liaeaae

.you help

to

against fever and all malarial diseases

Kidnoy-Wort

The Pugilist’s ^d Fate.
A New York Herald correspondentinterviewedthe once famous pugilist, Mike
McCoole, in New Orleans. The old exoharapionthus stated his experience:
“This prize-fighting profession is a bad
business anyhow. A man is bound to
lose his fight some day if he keeps at it,

HliOrtawZ
anon. Oktn.

trustworthy remedy
.(having the confidence

Every Home should contain

tilert's Extract
Tar and Wild In rry. This i elehratcd remedy
will surely euro Cold*, Cough*, Croup, Catarrh,
of

of the medical profes-

(

Common Cold*

mm

moment. Prevention Is be
sqnAOo. Bottom Mass.,

sion) for Dyspepsia, In-

Consumptionand all Broucni&l complaint*.
neglected, are tho caose of oue-

of the virtue* of Dr. Holmau's Pads, and earnestly recommend them to tho afflicted.
Yours very sincerely, J. H. Sinclair.
ToMPKiNSYiLLi, 8. L, July II, I8«Q.

Unclb

.•'am’sCondition Powder prevents
disease, purities the bkxxl, improve* the appetite, give* a smooth aud glossy coat of hair and
lueps tho animal in good condition. Itoures
DjB’.emper. Cough*. Colds, Fever* aud mout of
tire disease* to which Horse*, Cattle, Sheep,
Hog* and Poultryare nihject,and should be
used by every one owning or having tho care of
stock. Bold by all Druggist*

Pur* cod- li tib oil, from selected livers, oa
the seashore, by Caswell,Hazard k Co., N. Y.

digestion, and all disorders of the nerves,

mus*

and digestive organs. As a spring tonic
for ladies, children, and
all that need new life and
cles,

Ss®

raatnird to sound keal

rich blood, it is without

an equal. Price

$ i

.00

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

a

'XCTORIAIm

bottle. Get the genuine.

uiCTnDV***n«uinm ri
PuiSTORYi™
WORLD'
Embracingfall and authenticaccountsof evwy naof ancient end mod -m times, and Includinga M*.
tory of the rise and fall of the Greek sad ItaammKmpliea, the middle ages, the crusades, the fendtl ajnthe refonnetlon. the discovery and aettlameatof
the New World .etc.,etc.
It contains 07 V fine historicalengravings, and I* tk*>
moat complete H itory of the World ever pnhliehnA,
Bend for specimen pages and extra terms to AJenta.
tion

ENGINES
TA1

wxiU The

Address NatioxaLPUBUami Oo, Chi sage, DA

AULTlLAN A TAYLOR 00.

hso’s cur:

SEEDS

!

RUKTABLB I LIUVEK A FIKI.I)NKEDM
Absolutelypure and sweet PatienU who have 0/ All kindi, whk-b
perfectly freeb and
once taken it prefer it to all others. Physicians <>ou(l. br Mill or RspreM at lowest price. CaUlofu*
free. IlOVEV X CO„ 17 o Wab»h Ave., Chioega
declare it superiorto all other oils.

KNOW

n s u m p

Chapped hands, face, pimples and rough
•kin cured by using JuniperTar Soap, made by
Caswell,Hazard k Co., New York.

Try the new brand, Spring Tobacco.

HOW TO

H IX' I

•landlo* have been cured. Indeed. to atroiu U mi faith
In iu efficacythat I wUI tend TWO BOTThES FREE,
tocether
her wt
wltb . VALUABLE
TREATISE
on
thl* d*ed
_
__
_
_ thia

KK HEALTH.

_

strange any one will suffer from derangement*
brought on by impure blood, whsn BCOVILL'S SARSAIt ii

PARILLA AND
LIVER SYRUP,

STILLING LA, or

BLOOD AND

The Queen City Suspender Company

________

_

DR. ROGER’S

WORMS.

(

A.

(A.

DrBULL’S

New Illustrated Catalogues,1883,sent free. Special
prices.Agents wanted in every county.

TEMPLE OP MUMO,

REED’S

1U9

State 8t.

THI9

Chicago.

NCW

ELASTIC TRUSS
otW

Ha* « Pad dlStriaefroet all
is
eepehape, with Self AdJuatiBg lull
Id center, edapu luelf to all mcJUom
of the MV. while the |ail m tha

COUGH

oil

I

I

THOUSANDS OF CASES

PERFECTLY CURED.

KIDNEY WORT
has had venderfe! encecee. aud aa te
•ate In every part of the Country. In hundred* of cases It has cured where all ate* had
felted.Itte mild, but efficient, OBUTAIN
U1TB ACTION, but harmless In allMMO.
It eleeneee. Strengthenaaf gt vee Now
Ufa to all tho Important organ* of tho body.
Tho natural action of theiXidney• i* restored.
Tho Liver U eleanscdof all disease, and tho
Bowel* move freely and healthfully.In thia
way the wont dieeaaeeare eradicated from
tbe system.
A* It ba* been proved by thousands that

W

KIDNEY-WORT
the mo* efltetaal soasdy for oteaulny the
syrtem of aU morbid eeretiona. It ohonidlte
need In every booeahold a* a
te

Eflflleston

SYRUP

Truss Co., Cbioaflo,. UL

WANTED!
.

Competent and thoroughly
_ It tellable
reliable Agents for d
citiesof
from' lU.OU'to 14,1M) inhabitants;also one capable man
to asaint Manager in correspondence,keeping books,
making reporta, etc.; also two or three traveling men,
and several active young men who are expertIn Cporat.
ing and adjustingmachines. Tbe above must b* qmii.
fled for the poaitiona and Al, aa no application
will be
entertained except from anch. and must oome with no-

REE.

$66

SPRING MEDICINE.

Always cures HXLI0U8NE8GL COH8TIPATIOH,

7ILM

and all

I) t

(aa*

........

bem

NONE

511

to

Dr. J.

0051*,

-- -* ‘-“—i

_

1

m

910

I

intte

#oe packageof which makes tqoaru medicine.
Abo telifid row, very . .....
the ooavwieoce of those woo eannoirradliy
prepare It ttueUttUk*qual tfiiinttimtOhtr/trm.
aarRorYoim druggist, price,
WILLS, R1CIAKM0X ACs.. Prop’*,
(Win and the dry port-paid.)srtussTOf.vr.

KIDNEY-WORT

‘

HWESiSSS

TKICALB

bpoinpteBrr Yeyetabto revm,

M&ssssS

.

disssstoof the KIDNIVB,

of tho wont fbeom of thl* terrible «Jom
have been quickly relieved,In • host Ik

REED & SONS’ PIANOS. I
REED & SDNS’ ORGANS.!

Aw

Xt oleanacetho system of tfc* acrid yaii
that oanaea tho dmdfUl euflhrinfwhich
only the victim*of Rheumatism wareoUto.

m3

XI

WORM SYRUP irwUmly destroy*

o

UVKR AND BOWILB.

mU

tT

cures pain hi man and

Ciadnnaii are now manufacturing and introducing
their
Bloektag SeyparUn for Ladltt
OUMrw, and their uneoualedSUrtSmpra&w
for USLa, and vaat raUabUlady ageati to
them i* erenr houvehold.Our agent* everyhr beta meet with ready iuccm* aadmakt haadlomc talarie*.Write at once for terms and tecure exclusiveterritory.Addret*
Nneea City Bmpender Ca* rUctasstt, OU*.
LeadingPhyikiaasrecommend these Supporter*.

It Is

of

m«

PURIFIER

i

RHEUMATISM
As

Employment for Ladles.

healthto tho physical or*
ganizatlop.It Is a strengtheningsyrup, pleasantto take,
and the BEST BLOOD
discovered,
curing Scrofula, Syphlltic disorders, y&akueaaof the
Kidneys, Erysipelas, Malaria, Nervous disorders. Debility. Bilious compUlnla, and Direues of the Blood, Liver,
Kidneys,Stomach, 8k n, etc.

•

„

%“e'

will restore

BAKER'S PAIN PANACEA

_

___

r

KIDNEY WORT
IE GREAT
CURE
YOB

\

and then his friends are sure to desert #79 AWEBK..tU.*dAyAtbonMMa11ynud«. Cortfir
him at the lost and worst part of his life, # f & imtht frm. Addraa True A Co.; Auguiu,M*.
which is just the time he will need them
most. I know all about that, and feel it
more and more every day I live. When
I was at the top of my glory and had,
A Bert
^ ____ am.
never tieeu whipped I had all sorts of
Dubuque,!*.
good things pnt upon me, and that, too,
A MONTH-AGENTS WANTED— 90 bsrt
oftentimes, when I didn’t want them,
and now I could hardly get a good dinner if I was tq beg these men for it, and
there is not one of them that would care
to lend me a dime. Not one of them will Evansville, Indiana. Tide will appear on* tone only.
ever believe it that a poor devil may he
fairly and squarely whipped without any
tri
ick in the matter. It is like hacking
0, 1 know my biz.”
tin favorite. Let the favorite fail, and
the
nobody ha* the same confidence in the
OeHlie CONFEDERATE HONE!
A lot of farmers who had been listen- favorite again. I am now steamhoatdng and a SA pageOf
Journal (ILLUSTRATED)sent free to ar
ing to a railroadland agent’s praise of on the river, and shall stick to that as addressfor 10c. Dr. a J. Ian* Jackson, Mich.
Arkansas Valley soil, at last asked him long as I live."
sarcastically,if there was any thing {hat
Colds yield to onions like magic, bat Dr.
wouldnT grow there. “Yes,” said the
Bull's
Cough Syrup is a still better and by far
agent quickly “pumpkins won’t "“Why
1 1 sajggi.
not?" “Tne soil is so rich, and the more agreeable mean* of curing a Cold of
vines grow so fast that they wear out the Cough. You can buy a boitie for 25 cents at
pumpkins, dragging them over the any drag store, and we are sure it will do the
work every time. .
ground.”
The WaSesbur^inr.^lJwSjSSS’ariiPto

~

Jersey,

and

also a remarkable

There is a general complaint among druggist
ists that they cannot get enough of “Dr.
8yk
apply the
‘ as’ Sure Cure for Oahurh" to sur
demand. If thus disappointedwrite direct to
the Doctor, 169 Madison street, Chicago.

By contractinga
spread it.

Addree* or coll

BEATTY, Washington,Hew

OPIUM^S

them.

Regent

F.

Brown’s Iron Bitters

Don’t Die In the House.
Ask druggist* for “Rough on Rats." It

beast

—

allowed.

fraud, and any nationality that sanctions

such cruel treatment of

—

tCnrartlm*

:

-

•

»
nMwmv
UAVnil Tin IXSTSTOZNr

Pleaee

liyuor, but will absolutely
kill that desire for artificial
stimulants that every intemperate man feels driving
him to ruin.

The huge, drastic,griping, sickening pills are hah tho d aths. Don’t wait for HickncH* to come,
fast t«iug MUpcrbedcdby Dr. Pierce's “Purga- but thia day take home a bottle of Eilort'*Extract of Tar and Wild Cherry, for it may Have
and the fighter prods him in the neck, tive Pellets."Hold by druggists.
tho life of a loved one, when delay would be
and perchance kills him; yet I saw them
i* sentencinga oolbred man who was death. Sold by all Drugqi*t*,
try five, and none were killed.'’They do,
convicted
of stealing a pair of pants, an
however, manage to mangle the poor
Rev. Mr. Sinclair was among the first to
Austin
Judge
took occasion to say : “ I recognize the merit* of Holman’* Pad. Hi*
animal horribly al>out the neck. This Is
all there is in a hull- fight, and the whole hope vou are sorry for stealing those testimonial,published in 1875, sold a great
matter was explained by a Texas cuttle pants." “ I was sorry, Judge, de same number. Recently Mr. 8. brought to our office
the following :
man who sat next me and remarked day I tuck dem ar pants. I was sorry at voluntarily
Dr. Holman . Alter suffering for many year*
“ Why don’t the
cowards turn a not finding nullin in the pockets cepthY from Chill* aud Fever, in utter denpair of core,
cow in and try her?” Ahull, when mak- a keur ticket." The most singula;.* 1 wa* induced to try Holman'* Pad. Contrary
ing an attack, always shuts his eyes, and thing about tho poverty-stricken* pan ta to my expectanon*, I wu* cured; and, a* the
does not open them until the object ho was that they did not belong to a TexM eventjia* shown, radixdly. Year after year
assaults ceases to be a resistance, while newspaper man. — Amt-in /Sifting?,

ought

•
com

$9o

S^wisJsastsiBsrm.
upon

weakness remaining after ex-

•end their Electro-Voltaio Belt* tnd other Electric Appliance*on trial for thirty day* to any
perion afflicted with Nervou* Debility,Le*t
Vitality and kindred troubles,guaranteeing
complete restoration of vigor and manhood.
Addreaa as above without delay.
N. B.— No risk is incurred,as thirty days'
trial is

remove the

desire for alcoholic stinv

all.

purifier and strength restorer,Dr. Pierce’s
“.Golden Medical Discovery." feupeiior to cod
liver oil as a nutritive,and unsm passed as a
pov.toral. For weak lungs, spittingof blood
und kindredailmentsit has no equal Sold by
druggists tho world over. For Dr. Pierce'*
pamphlet on Consumption, send two stumps to
World's DispensaryMedical Arsociaticx,

before the

gives color toikt blood;
natural healthfultone to
tha digestive org
nervous system,
It

It

apsliaMa

to

DebiUty, Lost of
Hie, Prostration ot

Poievrs and Imp*
MANUFACTURED BY THE

0.

If.

u.

1
No.

14

Bark and Photphorutin
[» oaUttmbhform. Ifeo
l

-

tertk, oo charrterUtie •/
r fit {
m

-wR \(tthrmr

iron

"VESJ
This apaoe is reserrsd for the Woman
Christian Tomporanoo Union.

m. d.

ATTENTION
Farmers and

®. Uniott.

The Bondage of Brink.
You

,

JUST HEOEIVEID

Woodsmen.

think I love lit If this nerveless hand

Could gain Immortal strength this very

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
I’d
the land, round, viz:
Stave Bolts, 80 inches long. '
And crush its blighting,maddening, Oak
vVhite Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
night-more power.
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Yea, now, with all my latest dying Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Asb Heading Boils 38 inches long.
breath,
Basswood Heading Bolls, 88 inches long.
I’ll curse the thing that drags me down
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
hour
sweep the hellish traffic from

For making

10 de>th«

formationapply

rkadrr of

A

a

sends that paper
young man

contracts or further in-

letter written

ended a wasted

)ust before he

The

life by suicide.

JA8. KONING,

by a

letter is

fcMO !• UNACQUAINTED WITH TNI
TRY WILL SEE BY

"Dear Frirnd:—

Supt.

MAN

ft

a most

eloquent temperance sermon:

Boys’ and

to Fixter’s Stave Factorj'.

the BaUimore American

OIOORAPMV Of THIS COUNEXAMININGTNI» MAP THAT TNI

I write to you the old,

old tala— my fight with Captain Whisky,

SOMMER CLOTHINO

SPRING &

NOW

Young Men’s SUMMER SUITS.

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

and a WaterMT defeat Score one more

-A.T-

dim to the conqueringhero. When
it will be all over with
me; the little ripple I make in the water

you receive this,

E. J.

smooth again, and the sod will be

will be

nicely patted over

my

head; the saloon-

H

keeper will smile as sweetly as ever, his
patrons joke and laugh the same, and the

HARRINGTON,

O L L A

IST

MICH.

D,

drunkard’s grave will be still wailing for

some

of these jolly fellows as surely as for

me.”

Dress Goods Constantly Received, look Next Week.

An Editor’s Opinion.

who

An editorial friend of ours,

has

grown enthusiasticover a certain remedy
which has cured him of dyspepsia,general debilityand nervousness, writes an edi-

as

torial

"We

follows:

believe that

Brown's Iron Bitters are destined to be
medicine of the world. They give

the

real health

and strength

CHICAGO, ROCK

or impaired
organic function, and give new life and
new vigor to every physical and mental
the body, restore every lost

man

faculty. Every

and

women

health should rejoicethat a real

in

ill;

cure

lies

in Brown’s Iron Bitters.

Paul, via the

The

l

father of the Earl of Lonsdale, re-

was

fur of his coat collar

Famous

“ALBERT LEA ROUTE."

Tickets for sale at all principal Ticket Office* In
United titates and Canada.
Baggage checkedthroughand rates of fare always as low as competitors that offer less sdvan-

naught

the

to be seen but two little restlesseyes,

Uiff es.

and malice, shooting sparks

full of hatred

Mreat

known

^

The

ham

Vlce-Pres.* Uco’l

CHICAGO-

was fought by BrougBroug-

stretched out is arm, than quickly drew

it

back, saying, with perfectaanp/rad,“Gen-

tlemen, the least said

He won

soonest mended.”

is

the election, there being a

TRADE

common

MARK

-

EIGHTH STREET.

DETROIT MUSIC

CO.
We

254 Woodward Ave*, Detroit,
CUB. BERDAN, HARRY R. WILLIAMS.

Send for onr Catalogue. The followingbands
use our Instruments:—
Owosso, Lapeer, Otlsvllle,
Mt. Morris, Chester, Orovelaud. Capac, Frankford,
St. Louis, Carlton. Memphis, New Haven, Richmond, Grand Trunk Junction. Sprlrgwells, TusBuffalo.N.Y. cola. Mayvllle, Big Rapids, Chase. Reed City,
51-ly.
Golden Theatre Co.. J. M. Rodl, Leader; Denison,
Texas; Whitney Family,Imlay City, Washington,
Flat Rock, etc.,
tt-Mw

get full particulars.
Price, Specific,|1 per package,or six packages
for $5. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,

Soldiu Holland brD. R.

$25.00

Mbergs.

etc.

REWARD.

saying in Westmbreland.“The Lowlbers

For

Man and

DRY GOODS,
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Etc., Etc., which we offer for rale at very low
prices. Our motto la: "Quick hales and fima
Profit#."
Our ftock of CROCKERY I# large and complete,
and our atock of GROCERIES is constantly being
replenished, kept fresh and full.

la also

The highest prices Is paid for butter and egga,
and other Country Produce.

Beast.

Call

any unnaturalgrowth of bone or muscles from
man or beast. See circulars. Price one dollar per

store as heretofore.

bottle.

ARMY A NAVY LINIMENT

Mr.

Holland, Sept. 22,

THE FINEST MANUFACTURED

principau+une:
are
a certain core for all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, liack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new
life to the nerves. Acts like a
charm on the digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
such as tasting the food, Belching,
Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,

vellouslylow price of 35 cents, or by mail,

Knowledge Pub
lishlng Company, of New York City.
They issue an edition of the same bound
in plain cloth for 25 cts., postpaid,and
another, new in style of binding, appropriately named “Utility,”for only 13 cents,
postpaid. These volumes are issued es
pecially to show to the book-buyingmillions the character of the literature and
40 cents by The Useful

etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drag-

quality of workmanship, with the wonder-

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

which the “Literary

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.

Rebellion” proposes to produce a large

Baltimore,

standardand exceedingly de-

Rm (hat aU Iron Bitten an made hr Baowx Cautteia
Co. aad ban croud red Uan and trade Bark on vnppea

announced to follow
quality and economy of

sirableworks being

cost. The red

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
81

— w

line edition is certainly one

of the most exquisite little volumes which
has ever found

Md.

Its

Parkers Hair Balsam

way into the homes of

mod faitldlooi iu a perfect Hair Hmtenrmd
Dneetag. Admlrtdfor !U cloruilii*** aud »JcfUt
Falls to Bextoro Grey or
to the yoalUoi color. Wcu.ao.i>Ui*r, U dUnqiiB.
SatUfiee(he

ordinary mortals, and

the “Utility”edieven of

Vmr

tion places the famed low prices
the

“LiteraryRevolution”far

ground. The books will

FaMHal*

in the back-

certainlysell by

the hundred thousand, and

ought to

sell

by the million. A postal card will secure

specimen pages and catalogues from the
publishers, The Useful

Apd

Company, 162 William Hired,
New York City.
lishing

Palpitation of ths Heart.
J. M. Might, Sytacuso,

N. Y.,

“When I first commenced using your Burdock Blood Bitters I was troubled with
flutteringand palpitationof the heart. I
fell weak

and languid, with a numbness

of the limbs;

since using,

my

me and Hie numbing
tion is al! gone.” Price $1.00.

many

sensa

Liquid Gold.
Dau'l Plank,
Pa., describes

of Brooklyn, Tioga

it

Co.,

thus: “I rode thirty miles

fora boitfe of Thomas’ Eclectric Oil,

\ which effnjled the

wonderfulcure of a

ciwkeil limb In six applications; ii

worth moie than odd to me.”

proved

PARKER’S GINGER TONIC
Glagtr. llnchu, Mandrake, Klllllagla and
of tne best medicinesknown are here combined into a medicineof aoch vnriedand effective
power*,as to nuke tlw Greatest I Hood Purifier& the

heart has

not troubled

tans and Texas.

i

Beat Health and StrengthRestorerEver Used.
It cure* Py*pej*»a.Rheumatism, Sleeplessness,
alldiieases of ibe Stomach, ItoweK Lung*, Liver,
Kidneys, and all Female Comobints.
If you are waiting away wi:n Consumption or
any disease, use the Tonic to- thy. It will surely
hefp you. Pe:nentl>er!
it is far superior toBittoi,
Faiencesof Gm per mid Other Tonic*, a* it build*
up the system wiih-mt intoxicating.50c. »nd$i
sizes, st all dealer* i:. drugs N one cenuinewithout
signature of Hi COX&C0..N Y. Send tor ctrculsr
LARGE SAVING IN BUYING THE DOLLAR SIZE.

DECKER

a purely vegetablebitter am! powerful ton lr. ami is warranted a speeay and
certain cure for Fever and Ague, Chills
Is

and

claav

»

of

m vet.

t

KANSAS CITY

ver, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Periodical or Bilious Fever, and all
malarial disorders. In miasmatic dis-

A 11

connection*made
In i'nlon
Depots.

tricts,the rapid pulse, coated tongue, thirst,
lassitude, loss of appetite,pain in the back
and loins, aud coldness of the spine and
extremities,
only premonitions of
severer symptoms, which terminate in the

Through

ague paroxysm, succeeded by high fever
ami profuse perspiration.

the U. 8. and

It is a startlingfart, that quinine, arsenic ami other poisonous minerals, form the
basis of most of the “ Fever and Ague
Preparations,” " Specifics,”“Syrups," ami
"Tonics," in the market. The preparations made from these mineral poisons,
although they are palatable, and may
break the chill, do not cure, but leave the
malarialand their own drug poison in
the system, producing quinism, dizziness,
ringing in the ears, headache, vertigo,ami
other disorders more formidable than the

for

Try

and you

Tickets via this1

find traveling

CelebratedI.lne fo
isle si

all

It,

^qyv'about Rati'H

id Vic*

WE

POTTER.
PERCEVAL LOWELL,
&
Manager,
Prt/t
Oen'l
Clileiigo.

Prepared by

Dr. J. C. Ayer k Co,,

Practicaland Analytical Chemists,
Lowell, Mats.
SOLI) 1IT AI.L DHUGUIBTS

$2

KVEBTWHKRE.

Watrhr* Stem vlndmt*SS. WhlUmttal nanttBrCa*!
$i. ImllattoDColiiK. Solid (oldlll ChM|*il.ndW«'
for jruiirown n*. or .peculatlv*
*• •- **

oumo-—

stamp.

UoricfrM vw«- ----

$350

•

MICHIGAN

RANKANS.

33-ly

act as Solicitors for Patents.Caveat
Trade Marita. Copyrights, etc., for the Untied Stales
Canada, Cuba, England, France, Germany, etc. We
have had thirty-five yean* experience.
I’atenta obtained through us are noticed In theScrTVTiric AMERICAN.This largo and splendid Illustrated weekly paper. $3.20 a year, shows the Progress
of Science,is very Interesting,
and has an enormous
circulation. Address MUNN A CO.. Patent Solidtors. Pub’s, of SttEXTlKIO America*. 87 Park Row,
New York. Hand book about Patents free.

A

RAPIDS,

Holland, Mich., Oct. 27,1881. [88— 6m.

PATENTS

7B

£Near Cor. of Monroe Street,

G.

—

will

st.,

or at No, 13 South Division Street

GRAND

We continue to

directions.

CALL AT THE

Gen. ftiu. Agt* _
Chicago, 111.

1-1.

paid on receipt of a 8 cent

warrant it when taken according to

WHITE,

Holland, Michigan.

8500 REWARD.
:

<£

And many other Makers: also firat-clasa Plpa
Organa can be seen in this vicinity.
Whereas I purchase for cash, I am enabled to
sell Jnst as cheap, if not cheaper, than the heat
housea in the United States.

of>v^

Fare. SleepingLara,
etc . clteerfn l\ given by

)

WILCOX

Store No. 52 Eighth

Canada.

T.

Western Cottage Organ,

a

attack.

We

DOWLING & PECK.

luxury, lustead

officesIn.

system as free from disease os before the

condition.

and

will

pay the above reward for any case of
LiverComplaint,Dyspepsia. Sick Headache,ladi— .i — .« or Costiveness
n— we
cannot
geatlon. r>
Constipation
-----cure with West's Vegetable Liver Pills, when the
directions are strlclly complied with. They are
purely Vegetable, and never fall to give satisfaction. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing80
Pills, 25 cents. For sale by all Drnggtata. Beware of counterteitsand Imitations.The gennlne
manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST A CO.,
The Pill Makers.” 181 A 188 W. Madison St..
Chicago. Free trial package sent by mall pie-

For Liver Complaints,Atkh’s Aorr
Ci'iie, by direct action on the liver and
biliaryapparatus, drives out the poisons
which produce these complaints, and stimulates the system to a vigorous, healthy

BROS.,

^SM^i^JhrouihCar

all

Fever, Intermittent or Chill Fe-

are

Co., also the

HARDMAN

Jlils Route has nosnpertor for Albert
Minneapolis and 8t. Paul
Nationally reputed as
ly concededto
the Great
be the best equipped
Railroad In the World
Uat

. __ j^wLes,
Unlveraai^i^^sJ
„

Ague Cure

Wm. Knabe &

Celebrated CHICKERING

Ariiona,

its certainty to cure, is that it leaves the

writes:

of

Nebraska. Mluouri. Kon^s^^y^son, Dallas, Gsl
sss, New Mexico,
veston,

disease they were intended to cure.
Ayku's Aci k Ct’RK thoroughly eradicates
these noxious poisons from the system,
and always cures the severest cases. It
contains no qninine, mineral, or any thing
that could injure the most delicate patient; and its crowning excellence,above

Knowledge Pub-

Piano in the World

*uc SHORTEST, QUICKEST and
line to 8L Joseph,
points In lowsT^^^SvjjAtchlson. Topcks, Deni-

BROWN'S IRON BITTERS

charming little red-line, gilt edge,
richly ornamented volume, for the marin a

rapidly,equal tn

HUIZENGA,

WYNHOFF.
1881. 33-6m.

B.

BITTERS

with other of Irving’s choicest “Sketches,”

of

will remain in the

M.

CO..

American characters,is just published,

number

H. Workman

Van Winkle.”

Van Winkle, whom
Washington Irving and Joseph Jefferson
have made one of the moat famous of

in cost,

and see our New Goods.

51 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Delightful old Rip

economy

J1Q FEEQ,

A

kept constantly on hand.

We

H. Walsh, Agent, Holland, Mich.

ful

•

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns,

will pay the above reward for any case of
Rheumatism or Neuralgia we caonnt cure. It will
relieveany case of Diphtheria or Croup Instantly.
Will cure Thrush and Scratches on horses, and
will remove all pains, soreness or lameness from
Ring hone. Spavin, Splint or Curb, and remove
*

have other weapons besides the tongue.”

Irfing'i “Bip

have added a complete stock of

FL0UCR

LINIMENT.

IRON

ham made one of his finest speeches.
When it came to Lowther’s turn he rose,

M.Nuizenga&Go,

AHMYOAVY

pROWHS

more than

in the general election of 1820.

early

WYNHOFF
SUCCESSOR TO

Insanity and

an

Oral TEL A Pass. AgL

grandfather

late Earl's

half a century, but

CABLE,
M'|‘r,

A

B.

Consnmpt'n

your nearestTicket Offloe, or address
ft. R.
E. BT. J JHN,
At

a skirmish against
the Premier. This was his great enjoyIn life.

Simpson's

positive care for Spermatorrhoea,
Seminal
Weakness, Impoteucr,ana all diseases resaltlug
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memory. Pains In
Hack or Side
and diseases
that lead to

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,

that his entrance, always late at

represented Westmoreland for

B.

It l? a

For detailedinformation,get the Maps and Foldof the

the Liberals. It was well

night, gave signal of

meat

EnropeanHeinety-Ilr. J.
Specific Meflicioe.

an
of fire down on

NEKVODS SUFFERERS.

TO

R'Y

_

Com-

mons during Gladstone’s first Premiership. He was always well wrapped up,
and above the

l PACIFIC

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, haa recently been opened betweenRichmond, grave. The
Norfolk,Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Au- SpeciflcMedi
gusta, Nashville.Louisville,
Lexington, Cincinnati, cine is being
Indianapoliaand Lafayette,and Omaha, Minneap- used with
olis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express wonderfnl success.
Pamphelts sent free toall. Write for them and
Trains.

cently deceased, used to attend frequently
in the Peers’ gallery of the House of

BLiHD

Calls the attentionof traveler!to the central position of !u line, connecting the East and the West
erm,
by the ahorteet route,and canning passeng
without change of cara, between Chicago and K anaae City, Connctl Bluff*, Leavenworth,Atchison,
Minneapolis and St. Paul. It connecta in Union
Depota with aU the principallines of road between
the Atlantic and toe Pacific Oceans. Its equipment la nnrivaled and magnificent,being composed
of Most Comfortable ana Beautiful Day Coaches,
Magnificent Horton Running Chair Cara, Pullman's PrettiestPalace Sleeping Cara, and the Beat
Line of Dining Cars in the World. Three Trains
between Chicago and Missouri River Points. Two
Trains between Chicago and Minneapolisand Bt.

every part of

to

MONTHI
MINTS WANTDI
Hint ArlktosInUfWorWjasanv-

llr.l 8.

niefrcc.Ad-J/lYBRONSON. ^atwiLMifif

WEBR S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.
It Is a positiveand effectualremedy for all Nervous Diseases In every stage of llfe-yonngor old,
male or female. Such aa Impotency,Prostration,
loss of Strength, losa of Vitality,Defective Memory. Impaired Brain Power, and dlseasea from
which an nnnatnralwaste of life springs, all o
which cannot fall to undermine the whole system
Every organ la weakened, every power proatrated,
and many forma of disease are generated which,
If not checked, pave the a ay to an early death. It
rejuvenates age and relnvlgorate#youth.
Each package contains aafllclentfor two weeke
treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will be
sent free, with full particulars,
i Sold by al Druggists at' 50 cents a package,or
' twelv • packagca tor |5.00. Will be sent free by

iA

"MiaviaK
Guaranteed.

i-nre
Sold In Hollandby D. R.

Buffalo,

Mcengs.

co..
N. Y.
52-ly

